
Report Of Education/ Study Tour to Kolkatta

The Educational tour to Kolkata for the B.Sc V Semester students of the Department of
Chemistry was organized by the four Science Departments under the DBT-Star College
Scheme, sponsored by the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry Of Science & Technology,
Government of India on the I I th January to 1 8th January 2018. The Students and
accompanying faculty members of the Science departments left Shillong on early morning
the I I th January 2018 by Sumo till the Railway Station at Guwahati. From Guwahati, they
leave by train on the same afternoon and reached Kolkatta the next evening and stayed at the
Meghalaya house, Kolkatta . The teacher who escorted the students during this trip was Shri
N. Kharbani.The detail of this educational tour are as under: Day l: 1 Ith January 2018 We
start the journey from the college campus at 7:00 am. Day 2: 12th January 2018 We reached
Meghalaya House, Naskarat, Kolkata at 8: 30 pm. Day 3: 13th January 2018 (a) Visit to
Alipore Zoological Park, Alipore road, Kolkata, West Bengal: In this park the students saw
different types of endemic as well as exotic mammals, reptiles and birds species. The
endangered royal Bengal tiger (Panthera tigris) was an eye-catcher in this zoological park.
Besides the animals a variety of trees, shrubs, bamboos and herbaceous plants which are not
found in our state were also observed by the students. Some of the species include Ficus
religiosa (peepal), Lagerstroemia speciosa (pride of India), Plumeria obtuse (White
frangipani), Roystonea regia (royal palm), Trema orientalis (Indian Charcoal tree),
Terminalia chebula (Black myrobalan), Azadirachta indica (neem), Polythia longifolia var.
pendula (weeping mast tree),Cycas sp. golden bamboo, etc. Another striking observation
made was the Dracena sp. which was in full bloom inside the park. (b) Visit to Indian
Museum, 27 Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata: In the museum we observed archeology, art,
anthropology, Zoological and Botanical sections, The students observed the different plant
and animal fossil types from the different eras displayed in the museum. A large collection of
the fossil relics from Indian context such as the Upper Gondwana series, Rajmahal series,
Jabalpur series has impressed the students greatly. (c) Visit to M.B. Birla Planetarium, 96
Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata: In Birla Planetarium the students got the opportunity to
attend one show on "Cosmic Collision". All the students found it very interesting as they can
relate to the subject on nuclear chemistry and to watch the beautiful presentation which
highlighted on the topic has enlightened the young minds in this particular field. Day 4: 14th
January 2018 (a) Visit to Acharya Jagadish Chandra Bose Indian Botanical Garden, Howrah:
This was a memorable trip for the students where we saw the famous and magnificent Great
Banyan tree (Ficus benghalensis) which is about 250 years old. The marvelous prop roots of
this tree which gave the appearance of the forest have immensely fascinated the students.

Many interesting rare, endangered and exotic species like the branching palm (Hyphaene
compressa), double coconut tree (Lodoicea maldivica), giant water lily (Victoria amazonica),

Golden bamboo (Phyllostachys aurea), African Baobab tree (Adansonia digitata), green rose,
variety of pine and palm trees, mangrove vegetation, etc. were observed by us. The beautiful

and calm surrounding along with the well preserved variety of species has created a lasting
impression on each one of us. It was indeed a remarkable experience which created a firm
imprint on the students about nature conservation. Unfortunately, due to time constrain we
could not cover the whole garden but, if given a chance, we would love visit again in the near



future to see all the wonderful species this place has in store. (b) Science City, JBS Haldcne
Avenue, Kolkata: A visit to the Science City has exposed our students to the different
branches of physical and life science and their applications. We were fortunate to be able to
attend two shows i.e "Panorama on human evolution" which highlighted the evolution of man
from pre-historic times till modern age and "Science on a sphere" depicting the different
views of the earth from the space. The students enjoyed the different interactive exhibits on
physical sciences, the aquarium harbouring different species of fishes, the mirror magic and
optical illusions. They also observed different models on human genome, geological time
scale, DNA structure, earlier life forms, evolution of continents and the universe and various
models of human evolution. Day 5: 15th January 2018 We plan to visit Saha Institute of
Nuclear Physics and Wax Museum but due to the International Congress that was being held
at Kolkata on the same day, we could not visit any of the said Institution. To occupy the day
we took the students to Aquatica for a fun trip. Day 6: 16th January 2018 We took the
students for few hours shopping at new market. This was followed by a visit to the historical
Victoria Memorial museum where they kept collection of antique and antiquarian books. Day
7: 17th January 2018 Before departing to Shillong, the students got the chance to experience
a metro ride throughout the city of Kolkata i.e. from Kavi Subhash subway to Dum Dum and
back again. We depart for Shillong at 8: 00 pm. Day 8: 18 th January 2018 Train journey to
Guwahati. Day 9: 19th January 2018 We reached college campus at 12:30 am. It was indeed
a memorable, fun and enjoyable trip for our students (especially those coming from rural
areas) where they are exposed to city life. They have acquired more knowledge in the recent
advances in science and technology in India. This educational trip has also greatly enhanced
their interest in different fields and application of science. We hope we have this exciting
opportunity again in the future. Acknowledgement: We are grateful to DBT- Star College
Scheme, New Delhi for providing financial assistance for this educational tour. We are also
thankful to the Principal of Synod College, Dr. D. Wanswett for giving us permission to
undertake tour to Kolkata. We are also indebted to Dr. R.M. Lyngdoh Head, Department of
Zoology and teacher escort for his untiring effort in organizing and making all the necessary
arrangements for this tour. Our gratitude also goes to other teacher escorts Dr. (Mrs.) B.
Wankhar and Dr. (Ms.) H. Swer (Dept. of Botany), Mr. M.D. Wanswett (Dept. of Physics),
Mr. N. Kharbani (Dept. of Chemistry) and Dr. (Mrs.) A.J. langrai (Dept. Of Zoology) for their
guidance and supervision throughout this tour.
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Report on

World Enviroment Day -2018

Awareness Programme and Poster presentation on : Theme "Beat Plastic
Pollution".

Date : 14th august 2018 at Synod College, Shillong.

The Chemistry department under the DBT Star College Scheme, Synod College, Shillong

organized a one-day Special lecture and poster presentation on the 14th August 2018 as a part

of the celebration of World Environment Day — 2018, on the Theme : " Beat Plastic

Polution". This programme was held in Hall 301 where a total of 215 numbers of

participants registered and participatedin in this programme. It was then chaired by the

H.o.D of Chemistry Dr. S. S. Islam, thereafter Dr D. Wanswett. Principal of the college

delivered a welcome address for the distinguished speakers, faculties, and students. This

programme was enlightened by the two speakers Dr. R. M. Lyngdoh, H.O.D, Zoology

department,followed by a speech from the IQAC coordinator Dr. M. Rani. The speaker, Dr.

R. M. Lyngdoh express the need to take care of the environment and why we celebrate the

World Environment day every year on the 5th June. He express his concern on the menace

cause by plastics pollution on the environment and gave a wakeup call on each member

presence why we need to reduce the use of plastics and call for each one how to take care of

our environment.

Thereafter, the thought-provoking and enlightened speech from the speaker, the programme
was closed with a gratified vote of thanks proposed by Dr. W. kharmawphlang, gratifying
everyone associated in the programme, the speaker, Principal and Vice Principals, IQAC
coordinator of the College, faculties, and students and especially the Department of
Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government Of India for being the
backbone of this celebration. This was then followed by the poster presentation by the
students of the department of Chemistry. All the B.Sc I, Ill and V semester participated in the
above poster presentation on the given theme of this year World Environment Day -2018,







 



A Brief Report On 
Outreach and Awareness Programme on Science and Computer Science  

                                                           Organised by 
 The Science Department, Synod college, Shillong under DBT- star college scheme  

Sponsored by 
The Department of Biotechnology Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of 

India 
 

The Science Departments under DBT- Star College Scheme, organized a one-day 

outreach and awareness programme on Science and Computer Applications on 31st August 

2018 at Jaiaw Presbyterian Secondary School, East Khasi Hills. The programme was 

sponsored by the Department of Biotechnology Ministry of Science and Technology, 

Government of India. Different Science departments participated in this outreach and 

awareness programme and demonstrated different scientific experiments from their 

respective field. The total no of participants was 200.  

The students from the department displayed scientific demonstrations on different 

plant groups, different parts of a flower and technique for preparing herbaria. The scientific 

demonstrations were beautifully explained to the school students in a simple manner and the 

students along with the teachers from different schools were seen to be interacting well and 

questioning the scientific concepts and theories behind the different demonstrations.  

Jaiaw Presbyterian Secondary School is a mission school located in the heart of 

Shillong. In spite of locating in an urban area, this school still lack scientific instruments and 

apparatus. Therefore, this outreach and awareness programme was immensely benefitted by 

the students and teachers. It has also inculcated an interest in science and also helped the 

students to gain an in-depth knowledge in science and its applications.  

 

 



 



 



Report on the

Science Exhibition 2018 and Debate competition

Inter College Science Exhibition: Theme : " Science & Technology for
Global Sustainability"

Organized by Science Departments under the DBT Star College Scheme,
Synod College Shillong, in collaboration with the Science Club &

Environment Club.

Date : 7th sept 2018 Venue: Hall 112 & Hall 105
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Department of Physics
Synod College

(Under DBT- Star College Scheme)

Report on special lecture

Topic: “Personality Development”
Date: 19th September, 2018
Resource person: Mr. Eboten Kharkongor

Manager and Trainer
Logos Foundation
Shillong

A special lecture was organised by the department of Botany, Chemistry, Physics and Zoology
under DBT Star College Scheme on the topic “Personality Development”. The resource person for this
lecture was Mr. Eboton Kharkongor, Manager and Trainer Logos Foundation, Shillong. The students of
B.Sc. 5th Semester from all four departments (i.e. Botany, Chemistry, Physics and Zoology) attended
this programme

The resource person is a very young, energetic and dynamic person and he could really
capture the attention of the students. He highlighted on the five main personality traits of individuals
with special emphasis on the behaviour of the youths today. These are:

● Inventive/Curious                 vs      Consistent/cautious
● Efficient/organised               vs     Easy-going/careless
● Outgoing/energetic               vs      Solitary/reserved
● Friendly/compassionate      vs     Challenging/detached
● Nervous/sensitive                  vs      Secure/confident

He also accentuates on these different personality traits by inviting the students to volunteer
and testing their behaviour by observing their response based on the task given to them. This has
really enabled the students to boost up their confidence level and at the same time it has helped the
audience to learn improve their personality in different situations.

After allotting the different task to the different group of students the resource person also
presented on how one can develop a pleasant personality in day to day life by highlighting the
following points:

● Good health (mind and body)
● Be confident
● Don’t compare
● Positive Body language
● Smile
● Have integrity with respect
● Be positive
● Dress appropriately
● Be a good conversationalist
● Be you

The organisers greatly hope that the lecture will immensely help the students in the
development of personality, as one has to struggle with environmental as well as behavioural
patterns throughout the span of one’s life. It will also help the students to learned to adapt to varied
situations and enabled them to bring modifications and changes in personality patterns as
personality development is largely influenced by various biological as well as social environment.





 



Department of Physics, Synod College
(Under DBT – Star College Scheme)

Report on the educational trip to Bangalore and Mysore from the 13th January to 24th

January, 2019

Educational tour is one of the invaluable methods included in teaching which is

tremendously beneficial for any student at any level of learning. It is one of the best ways to

make students experience in reality and give them a first-hand experience about the things which

had been taught inside the classroom. Things learnt by hearing can sometimes be forgotten after

some time but things learnt by experience are hard to be forgotten. Keeping this in mind, the

Synod College organized an Educational Tour 2019 to Bangalore for the B.Sc. 6th semester

students starting from 13th.01.2019 till 24th.01.2019

The tour commence on the winter and cold night of January the 13th under the leadership

of Professor Dr.R.M. Lyngdoh, HOD Zoology, Vice Principal S. Jyrwa and 9 other teaching

faculty of the college along with a big band of 98 students and 5 staffs. Even thought the night

was cold but the spirit is high for the group comprising mostly of the first time travelers outside

the home state. The group left Shillong from Dinam Hall at around 10:00 pm in 12 Tata Sumo

travelling directly towards Guwahati and reaching there, the group spend the night at the train

station in order to be able to catch the train on time at 6:15am in the morning. After spending

2days 5 hours and approximately 15 minutes, the group reaches Bangalore on the 16th January at

11:55 am. Even though tired due to lack of proper sleep, the groups of young students are thrilled

to explore the new territory, approximately 2975 kms away from home.

On reaching Bangalore the group is being taken directly to the South India Church

Women House at Cubbon Park Street where they’ll be staying there for the entire tour. On the

following day, i.e., the 17th.01.2019, the group went to visit the Indian Academy Group of

Institute where they attended lectures and had a good amount of time visiting the library, the

laboratories as well as interacting with the faculty members and students of this institute. In the

afternoon of the same day, the group went to visit the Heritage Centre and Aerospace Museum

operated by the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited gaining insightful knowledge about the air

defense history of India. On the 18th.01.2019, the group was taken to visit the University of

Agricultural Sciences where they attended lectures about crop grafting and genetic selection. The

students also had a chance to visit various departments and laboratories inside this University.

The students also visit the Advanced Center for Plant Biotechnology located inside this

University and had a chance to interact with some faculty members. Later in the evening of the



same day, the students went for a refreshing walk and shopping at the Mantri Square shopping

plaza.

The 19th.01.2019 was quite an exciting day for the students as they’ll be getting a chance

to go to Mysore and to visit quite interesting places there. The group left at 5:30am in the

morning to board the metro from Cubbon Park Street to Mysore Road and later on boarding the

busses to Mysore. After more than 3 hours on the road, the group finally reached Mysore and

headed straight to the first destination, the Sri Chamarajendra Zoological Gardens which houses

a large collection of birds, animals, reptiles etc. In the afternoon, the students visited the famous

Mysore Palace which is the official residence of the Wadiyar dynasty and the seat of the

Kingdom of Mysore. Later in the evening the group visited the beautiful and enchanting

Brindavan Gardens which is famous for the musical fountain. Built across the Kaveri river and

lying adjoining to the Krishnarajasagara dam, this Garden make the trip to Mysore worth a

thousand times.

The following day, 20th.01.2019, the students were taken to visit the Jawaharlal Nehru

Planetarium in the morning and followed by a sight visit to the Karnataka State Government

Secretariat which is one of the most well-design works of architecture. After lunch, in the late

afternoon, the group went to visit the Lalbagh Botanical Garden which houses a variety of plants

species as well as being famous for the dome shaped rock lying in the center of the Garden. The

21st.01.2019 being the last day in Bangalore, was not spend packing clothes or belongings etc,

infact, the group went to visit the interesting Visvesvaraya Industrial and Technological Museum

which was established in memory of Bharat Ratna Sir M.Visvesvaraya. This museum houses

various scientific experiments and engines and the one which caught the attention of everyone

visiting this museum is the scaled replica of the Wright Brothers first flying machine. After

visiting the museum, the group then went to the guest house to pack their bags and belongings

and after an hour and a half, the groups are on their way to the train station. Midway however,

before the final goodbye to Bangalore, the group went to visit the Bangalore Palace which was

formerly the summer residence of the Maharajas of Mysore. Later in the evening, after all the fun

and sightseeing in Bangalore, it’s time for the final goodbye at 7:00 pm with the first jerk of the

train engine ready to take the group back on the first leg of their journey homeward.

On the morning of the 23rd.01.2019, the group reached Kolkata where they were taken to

the Meghalaya House to freshen up and for lunch before boarding the train again in the

afternoon. Even though it was just a short stop, yet those few hours were not wasted as right after

lunch, the group went to visit the famous Victoria Memorial, a large marble building in Kolkata

dedicated to the memory of Queen Victoria. Later that day, at 3:15pm, the group boarded the



train on their last leg of the journey back home. After spending more than 19 hours, the group

finally reached Guwahati at 10 am on the 24th.01.2019 where they board the vehicles already

waiting for the group. After a lunch stop at Nongpoh, the groups finally reached Shillong in the

sunny afternoon at 3:00pm fully exhausted but tremendously inspired by the new places visited

and new knowledge learnt and gained in the past few days. Time only knows who from among

the group will ever visited those places again but however memories made will always remained

and the journey made will always be told from one time to another.



 









 









 



Report on Science Exposure and Outreach Programme – 2019 

On Science, Water Crisis and Community Development Programme at Laitkroh 
Presbyterian School, Laitkroh 

Organized by the Science Department Under the DBT Star College Scheme  and the 
Extension Programme Cell, Synod College, Shillong. 

Date : 20th July 2019 

The Science Exposure and outreach programme on Science, Water Crisis and community 
development programme was held at Laitkroh Presbyterian School Laitkroh on the 20th July 
2019 at 10.00 am. The total number of participants was 150, which include all the dignitaries 
present, the excecutive members of Laitkroh Village, members of Laitkroh village, School 
Students, B. Sc V Semester students of the College, Faculty Members from School and 
College. The total number of B. Sc students of the Department of Chemistry who participated 
in Science exhibition and demonstration of Science Experiment are in total 14 in numbers. 

The programme was chaired by Ms M.B.Nijer, the Secretary of the School, who welcome the 
Principal of the College, Dr. R. M. Lyngdoh, Vice principal Shri D. War, School Head 
Master, the Headman, General Secretary, executive Members of Laitkroh Village, Faculty 
members and all the members present in the programme. This was followed by the speech 
from the Headman of Laitkroh Village who express his Gratitude to the College authority for 
choosing the Laitkroh village to conduct such important programme. This was followed by a 
speech from the Principal of the College Dr. R. M. Lyngdoh , who thank the Headman, the 
Head Master, General Secretary of the Laitkroh Village and Laitkroh Presbyterian School for 
accepting our proposal to conduct this programme in their School and village. He hope that 
this programme will help and enlightened the village on the importance of preservation of the 
Water resources available in their village and also the School children will learn and 
benefitted from importance and beauty of Science subject, mathematics and computer. Then 
Dr. W. Kharmawphlang highlighted the need to preserve the water resources for future 
sustainability, the importance of water as she said life on earth is sustain by water. Though 
70% of the earth is covered by Water but only 3% is available as drinking or potable Water in 
which most of it is entrapped in the polar region as glacier. So the total amount of water 
available for consumption is very low. So the called to each and every citizen to take care of 
their environment and ecosystem so as to preserve these natural resources.  

The programme was highlighted by the lecture and teaching from Shri D. L. Jyrwa on basic 
mathematics and basic computer science and water crisis by Ms D. L. Mawphlang. A quizzed 
was conducted for the scholl students on the above topic and many students actively 
participated in the above quiz and prizes was also distributed to the students. The programme 
was closed by a vote of thanks proposed by Dr. W. Kharmawphlang, the coordinator DBT 
Star College Scheme and Convener Extension Programme Cell, gratifying the Principal, the 
chair person, the Headman, the two speakers for their interesting topics. She also thank all the 
students, faculty members, executive members, members of the Dorbar Shnong Laikroh and 
the Managing committee of the school for hosting the programme. She thank the Department 



of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of India for sponsoring 
the programme.  

   OUTREACH PROGRAMME AT LAITKROH PRESBYTERIAN SS: 20th July, 2019.                           

                                     

 

                     



 

















 



Department of Englsih 

Topic Allocation for Students’ Seminar, 2019 

3rd Semester 

 

A1808722 
Laldintluangi 

 A1808732 
Mebanaibor Syiemlieh 

 

A1808723 
Alethea Keturah Hynniewta 

 A1808733 
Chalcedony Lyngdoh 

 

A1808724 
Ivadari Dkhar 

 A1808734 
Wanbetsaphi Sunn 

 

A1808725 
Ibalapawshai Nongkseh 

 A1808735 
Andreanie Kharmuti 

 

A1808726 
Damaphi Lapasam 

 A1808736 
Kynphamlang Mynso 

 

A1808727 
Hanabel Lyngdoh Lyngkhoi 

 A1808737 
Yanni Lotha Kharkongor 

 

A1808728 
Ubashemphang Sing Lamare 

 A1808738 
Melari Phylla Marwein 

 

A1808729 
Bonny Farina Ronghangpi 

 A1808739 
Bethsaida Diengdoh 

 

A1808730 
Lawansuk Khyriem 

 A1808740 
Deibadiangsuk Nongsiej 

 

A1808731 
Melody Marwein 

 A1808741 
Ineshabahun Dkhar 

 
 

 

 

A1808702 
Amazel Grace Lyngdoh 

 A1808712 
Lionard Wansuk Lyngdoh 

 

A1808703 
Confidency T.Thongni 

 A1808713 
Barinia Lynrah 

 

A1808704 
Mark Lallawmkima 

 A1808714 
Mewanshan Lygndoh 

 

A1808705 
Darryl Anderson Diengdoh 

 A1808715 
Bryan Khonglah 

 

A1808706 
Wame Toshan W.Diengdoh 

 A1808716 
Lalsangpuii 

 

A1808707 
Betsheba Kharsati 

 A1808717 
K.Zoremsanga 

 

A1808708 
Suzanne Khongsam 

 A1808718 
Estefan Lyngdoh 

 

A1808709 
Wanbankerlang Kharsati 

 A1808719 
Jeebonroy Ritshong 

 

A1808710 
Remica Syiemlieh 

 A1808720 
Lamphrang War 

 

A1808711 
Nerica Lyngdoh Lyngkhoi 

 A1808721 
Namebanshan War 

 



 

A1808742 
Raynald Balajied Mawlong 

 
 
A1808752 

Peacefully Lyngdoh 

A1808743 
Josanky Rympei 

 A1808754 
Kibadahunlang Shadap 

 

A1808744 
Baphyrnai Pariong 

 A1808755 
Elisha Lamare 

 

A1808745 
Shanphrang Mawlong 

 A1808756 
Nathelicia Ann Nengnong 

 

A1808746 
Donald Muktieh 

 A1808757 
Mellinia Earnest Mylliemngap 

 

A1808747 
Phibalari Nongkhlaw 

 A1808758 
Ribakor Sohtun 

 

A1808748 
Stefinia Kharbteng 

 A1808759 
Charity Syiemiong 

 

A1808749 
Ibakordor Bamon 

 A1808760 
Marbashai Swer 

 

A1808750 
Mebalarishisha Langstieh 

 A1808761 
Kenneth Roger Rani 

 

A1808751 
Meker Langki Lyndem 

 A1808762 
Naphisabet Kharsati 

 

 
 

A1809335 
Lalremengmawii 

 
 

 

5th Semester 

A1707149 WANLAMKUPAR ROYNE A1707159 EDGAR ANDREW WARJRI 
A1707150 LEANDER LAITPHLANG A1707160 MADHUSHMITA W MARAK 
A1707151 HAMEKINSAN DIENGDOH A1707161 CHELSEA AUDRI L RYNTATHIANG 
A1707152 IBADONDOR DIAMAI A1707162 EUHIGTEST THYRNIANG 
A1707153 EDELBERT LYNGDOH PEINLANG A1707163 LARRY KUPAR MAWKHLIENG 
A1707154 SUSAN MARY WANNIANG A1707164 BARISA MASSAR 
A1707155 SAPHIBANBET THABAH A1707165 EVANGELYNE RANI 
A1707156 ELNATHAN DICKSON WARJRI A1707166 JUDICIOUS PYRNGAP 
A1707157 JIED KYNSAI LYNGDOH A1707167 BANKITKUPAR PATHAW 
A1707158 FAIRYLAND WAHLANG A1707168 AIBORLIN THONGNIRIT 

 

A1707169 ESMERALDA EMMA PATHAW A1707179 PYNPHRANGBORLANG NIANGMIH 
A1707170 LALBIAKNII A1707180 JESSICA SHILLIANGUM 
A1707171 EARLYBORN DHAR A1707181 HAMEDONLANG DKHAR 
A1707172 MALSAWMDAWNGZUALA A1707182 INSABETBUN SHULLAI 
A1707173 NGIDAIAHUNLANG KHARKONGOR A1707183 IAINEHSKHEM RANEE 
A1707174 RYMPEIBATLEM NONGRUM A1707184 DAPHISHISHA SYIEMLIEH 
A1707175 KYDYSKY M RYNJAH A1707185 DAPHISHISHA KHARNAIOR 
A1707176 MONALISA WARJRI A1707186 DAPHIMO KHARKONGOR 
A1707177 PHIBANSARA L MARSHILLONG A1707187 LABETNYLLA KHARSYNTENG 
A1707178 GIVENSON COOPER NILLER A1707188 BIARDA LYNSHIANG 

 

A1707189 NARISA MARY IAWKOH A1707199 DARISUKLANG K BANI 



A1707190 ANISABETNE LYNGDOH NONGUM A1707200 LADEITI SOHLANG 
A1707191 AISUKLIN MARBANIANG A1707201 HANASI LAKHIAT 
A1707192 IBANKYNTIEW SYIEMLIEH A1707202 DAPHIBANROI MARBOH 
A1707193 MARCIA CLAUDIA MARBANIANG A1707203 LAKYNTIEWLIN L MAWNAI 
A1707194 UDALIS MAWNAI A1707204 BIFULNITY NONGRUM 
A1707195 WANDASHISHA MAWLONG A1707205 ALBAREEN KHARIR 
A1707196 SOPHIA KHONGTHIEM A1707206 SCHEFFANNY KHARSAHNOH 
A1707197 ANJENABI NONGLANG A1707198 BAHUNSHISHA JYRWA 

 

Questions for 3rd Semester: 

1 .The beginnings of English poetry with special reference to Chaucer. (Grp A & E) 

2 .The beginnings of English drama: Pre-Elizabethan Period. (Grp B & D) 

3 .The beginnings of the English Novel. (Grp C & F) 

Question for 5th Semester:  

-A study of 20th Century Indian writing in English (with reference to the genres of the novel 
and poetry).  (All groups are to attempt the same question) 

N.B. 
 All groups are expected to meet the teachers of the respective topics.  
 All students are expected to work on their presentations as soon as their tests are over.  
 During the department seminar each member of each group will be asked a question, 

hence it is expected that everyone are to contribute to the perperation of the ppt and 
paper. 

 Two presentations will be chosen to represent the department at the Inter-
Departmental Seminar, one from each semester 

 Since the Students’ Seminar is on 13
th September, students will have to complete their 

ppt. presentations before 11th September and will have to show their respective 
teacher in charge as well as BI. 

 1st Semester students will not have to present but are expected to attend the Students’ 

Seminar. 
 All honours students are to pay Rs 50 for refreshment during Department Seminar 

and given to BI. Collection will be done by Class Representatives as follows: 
 5th Semester: Larry Kupar Mawkhlieng and Madhushmita Marak 
 3rd Semester: Donald  Muktieh and Charity Syiemiong 
 1st Semster: Laskhemlang Marbaniang and Shanlang Miki Lamare 

 Further queries please contact TIC (BI). 
 

 



 



SYNOD COLLEGE: SHILLONG 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

     

  

A COMPILATION OF 

STUDENTS’ SEMINAR PAPERS 
2019 

 



SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES OF CHINA 

GROUP - A 

Presented by: 
Jonathan L Mawphlang, 

Lalruatkima 
Lawan Shanskhem Ora 

Momta Sumer 
Cynthia K.Malki 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INTRODUCTION: 
 A special economic zone (SEZ) is an area in which the business and trade laws are 

different from the rest of the country. SEZs are located within which country’s national borders, 

and their aims include increased trade balance, employment, increased investment, job creation 

and effective administration. To encourage businesses to set up in the zone, financial policies are 

introduced. These policies typically encompass investing, taxation, trading, quotas, customs and 

labor regulations. Additionally, companies may offered tax holidays, where upon establishing 

themselves in a zone, they are granted a period of lower taxation. The creation of special 

economic zones by the host country may be motivated by the desire to attract foreign direct 

investment (FDI). The benefits a company gains by being in a special economic zone may mean 

that it can produce and trade goods at a lower price, aimed at being globally competitive. In 

some countries, the zones have been criticized for being little more than labor camps, with 

workers denied fundamental labor rights.  

INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES OF CHINA:  

Special economic zones of China (SEZs) are located in mainland China. The Government 

of China gives SEZs special (more free market-oriented) economic policies and flexible 

governmental measures, compared to the more planned economy of most of China. This allows 

SEZs to utilize an economic management system that is more attractive for foreign and domestic 

firms to do business in than the rest of mainland China. In SEZs, “.foreign and domestic trade 

and investment are conducted without the authorization of the Chinese Central Government in 

Beijing”. Special Economic Zone (SEZ) offers tax and business incentives to attract foreign 

investment and technology. 

 

LIST OF SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES:   



As part of its economic reforms and policy of opening to the world, between 1980 and 

1984 China established special economic zone (SEZs) in Shantou, Shenzhen, 

and Zhuhai in Guangdong Province and Xiamen in Fujian Province and designated the entire 

island province of Hainan a special economic zone.  

In 1984, China opened 14 other coastal cities to overseas investment (listed north to 

south): Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Nantong, Shanghai, Ning

bo, Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhanjiang, and Beihai.  

TABLE-1: SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE OF CHINA 

Special Economic Zone City Province 

 

 

Special Economic Zone, City 

Shenzhou Guangdong 

Zhouhai Guangdong 

Shantou Guangdong 

Xiamen Fujian 

Kashgar Xinjiang 

Special Economic Zone, Province   Hainan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coastal Development Areas 

Dalian Liaoning 

Qinhuangdao Hebei 

Tianjin  

Yantai Shandong 

Qingdao Shandong 

Lianyungang Jiangsu 

Nantong Jiangsu 

Shanghai  

Ningbo Zhejiang 

Wengzhou Zhejiang 

Fuzhou Fujian 

Guangshen Guangdong 

Zhanjiang Guangdong 

Beihai Guangxi 

Source: 

Then, beginning in 1985, the central government expanded the coastal area by 

establishing the following open economic zones (listed north to south): the Liaodong 



Peninsula, Hebei Province (which surrounds Beijing and Tianjin; see Jingjinji), 

the Shandong Peninsula, Yangtze  River Delta, Xiamen- Zhangzhou-Quanzhou Triangle in 

southern Fujian Province, the Pearl River Delta, and Guangxi autonomous region. 

 In 1990, the Chinese government decided to open the Pudong New Area in Shanghai to 

overseas investment, as well as more cities in the Yang Zi River Valley. Since 1992, the State 

Council has opened a number of border cities and all the capital cities of inland provinces and 

autonomous regions. In addition, 15 free-trade zones, 32 state-level economic and technological 

development zones, and 53 new and high-tech industrial development zones have been 

established in large and medium-sized cities. As a result, a multilevel diversified pattern of 

opening and integrating coastal areas with river, border, and inland areas has been formed in 

China. 

ECONOMIC POLICIES OF SEZs:  

1. Special tax incentives for foreign investments in the SEZs. 

2. Greater independence from the central government on international trade activities. 

1. Economic characteristics are represented as "4 principles": 
1. Construction primarily relies on attracting and utilizing foreign capital 
2. Primary economic forms are Sino-foreign joint ventures and partnerships as well 

as wholly foreign-owned enterprises 
3. Products are primarily export-oriented 
4. Economic activities are primarily driven by market forces 

SEZs are listed separately in the national planning (including financial planning) and 

have province-level authority on economic administration. SEZs local congress and government 

have authority to legislate. 

Leong (2012) investigates the role of special economic zones (SEZs) 

in liberalizing the Chinese and Indian economies and their impact on economic growth. The 

policy change to a more liberalized economy is identified using SEZ variables as instrumental 

variables. The results indicate that export and FDI growth have positive and statistically 

significant effects on economic growth in these countries. The presence of SEZs increases 

regional growth but increasing the number of SEZs has negligible effect on growth. The key to 

faster economic growth appears to be a greater pace of liberalization. 

THE BENEFITS OF SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES IN CHINA: 



 There are various incentives to Business owners who are operating out of these zones. 

Firstly and most famously are the SEZs tax benefits, especially ones that are aimed at foreign 

investments. One of the famous tax benefits is the elimination of corporate tax under losses 

which means if you failed to generate a profit, you do not have to pay taxes. Once a company 

does start to generate a profit then there are reduced tax rates until 5years from the start of 

profitability.   

 Many special economic zones have a decreased income tax level, being as low as 15% as 

in Hongkong Special economic zone, whereas in mainland China this rate is normally as 33%. 

With China’s economy being incredibly reliant on exports, there is also regulation aim at 

encouraging exports. 

 This included companies being able to export goods duty free, as well as being exempt 

from local taxes in certain industries. 

 The benefits of these specialeconomic zones in China can directly be seen in their 

development of well established economic zones. For example, Shanzhen economic zone, after 

being designated as one of the first special economic zones, the city grew from being a small 

village to a city with a population of more than 10 million within a few decades. 

CONCLUSION: 

 Special economic zones policies provided to companies located in the specified zones for 

trade have both propelled growth in China and made the country extremely competitive 

internationally. The ‘’China model,’’ as it has been dubbed, is being emulated by other 

developing countries. The flexibility provided by creating these special economic zones in China 

has shown strong results; however, not all of the current 54 designated zones have been 

successful. While it is agreed that these zones can be deemed to have boosted China’s GDP by 

up to 10%, the special economic zone advantage and disadvantage on productivity has yet to be 

seen. 

 Furthermore, the growth and economic development remains largely limited to these 

special economic zones in China to today-the anticipated trickle-down effect never really 

happened. While it seems to be fair to argue that this model was the right thing to do for China to 

get out of poverty, it might be questionable if this approach will also be the ideal solution for the 



future. It will definitely further increase the already substantial regional disparity and income 

inequality in China. Tale of Two Countries: Openness and Growth in China and India 
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12 GROUP L 
Czechoslovakia during the Cold 
War Period 
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and its effects 
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Vietnam War: Causes and 
Consequences 
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17 GROUP Q Reforms of Napoleon in France 10 12 4 10 36 
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42 
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GROUP I A1707283 OBANG LONCHUNG Space Exploration 40 
A1707305 WALDETAI L MARSHILLONG 
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THE SECOND WORLD WAR (1939 – 1945) 

JovitaDarihunNongkynrih&ObangLangchung 
BA 5th semester, History honours 

Students’Seminar2019 
Synod College,Shillong 

 

The first half of the twentieth century is known in history as the era of world wars. The 

First World War was considered by many to be ‘a war to end all wars’. Yet, the developments 

during the next twenty years, led the world into another war-more destructive, more 

widespread and much larger in scale. The end of the First World War did not end the rivalries 

between the European nation. Even the peace Treaties failed to ensure peace. The treaties 

were harsh on the defeated countries and thus sowed the seeds of future conflicts. They even 

failed to satisfy the territorial ambitions of some of the allied powers. In many of the countries 

strong dictators rose to power and spread the message of national chauvinism. The most 

important fact was that, imperialism, the basic cause of war, was not destroyed. 

The major causes of World War II were numerous. They include the impact of the 

Treaty of Versailles following WWI, the worldwide economic depression, failure of 

appeasement, the rise of militarism in Germany and Japan, and the failure of the League of 

Nations. 

The immediate post war years were full of problems for almost all countries of 

Europe. These included reorganization of the economy, resettlement of the survivors of war, 

and growing unemployment. The working classes in many countries tried to organize socialist 

revolutions on the Soviet pattern, but they were ruthlessly suppressed. In their place, strong, 

anti-democratic movements arose in Hungary, Poland, Italy, Portugal, Germany and Spain, 

which can generally be termed as ‘Fascist’. Emergence of Fascism in Italy: The term 

‘Fascism’ is of Italian origin and was first used for the movement started by Beni to Mussolini 

in Italy. The fascists adopted as their symbol ‘the fasces’ or a bundle of rods, which 

represented state power. The main features of these movements were opposition to democracy 

and socialism, establshiment of dictatorial rule, extreme nationalsm and militarism. Mussolini 

made eloquent speeches about the glory of ancient Roman Empire and urged people to restore 

Italy’s honor. Many ex-soldiers, after listening to his speeches, joined his armed gangs, which 

was a private army called ‘Blackshirts’. Mussolini used these gangs to break up strikes and to 

spread terror among the socialists and communists. The ruling classes of Italy did not curb 
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their action because they also wanted to prevent a socialist revolution. In 1921, Mussolini set 

up the National Fascist Party. In October next year, he sent 30,000 of his Blackshirts in a 

march on Rome. The government surrendered without a fight and the king asked Mussolini to 

form the new government. By 1928, Mussolini had destroyed all parliamentary opposition 

and had begun to rule as a dictator. All non-fasicst parties were banned. He used 

imprisonment corture and organized killings to suppress the socialists and the communists. He 

set up the Fascist GrandCouncil and took the title of II Duce of The Leader. He tried to make 

Italy a great power by advocating a policy of war and expansion. Hitler and Nazi Germany: 

You already know about the humiliating defeat of Germany and the downfall of its monarchy. 

In 1919, a Republician form of government was established under a new constitution, which 

provided for a President, a Chancellor and an elected Parliament. During the world war, Adolf 

Hitler had been a soldier in the German army and had fought bravely for four years, winning 

an Iron Cross. Disappointed at Germany’s defeat, he now decided to join poltics. In 1921, 

Hitler’s powerful speeches and his organizational skills made him the leader of the National 

socialist German Workers’ Party, in short, the Nazi party. Like Fascists, it had its own army 

called the ‘Storm Troopers’ or the ‘Brownshirts.’ By 1930, the Brown shirts number about 

100,000 men. 

The aim of Nazi policies was to wipe out the humiliation of Versailles and to make 

Germany powerful and feared in the world. The Nazis were similar to Fascism in their 

opposition to democracy, civil liberties and socialism. They used brutal force to crush any 

opposition. Hitler put the blame for Germany’s defeat in war on the Jews, so extermination of 

the Jewish race became an important feature of Nazism. He believed in the purity and 

superiority of the German race-calling them pure blood Aryans-and wanted the union of all 

Germans to create a Greater Germany. A very large section of the people were marked by the 

Nazi politcs. They appealed to the national pride of Germans and gained support for Nazi 

politics. 

The economic development of the 1930s helped in Hitler’s rise to power. A severe 

depression hit America and Europe. As a result almost 8 million workers in Germany became 

unemployed. The Nazi party now began to spread its influence. The Communists and the 

Socialists failed to unite against the Nazis. Consequently, the Nazi party, which had won only 

12 seats in the Parliament in 1928, became the single Largest party in 1932. President 

Hindenburg appointed Hitler as Chancellor and asked him to form the new government. Soon 
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after coming to power, Hitler unleashed a reign of terror. All democratic principles were put 

aside. In February 1933, the Nazis set the Parliament building on fire and put the blame on the 

socialists and communists. Over 60,000 people were imprisoned or sent to concentration 

camps. By mid-1933 all political parties, other than the Nazi party, were banned. Following 

Hindenburg’s death on August 2 1934, Hitler became the President of Germany. An 

organized campaign for the totalextermination of Jews was launched. Simultaneously a 

programme of militarization was introduced. The victory of Nazism brought the world closer 

to war. 

Military Fascism in Japan causes tension to world powers. Japan had been the only 

country in Asia to escape colonization. By the end of the nineteenth century, Japan’s 

expansionist policy led her to a war with China. The defeat of China enabled Japan to gain a 

foothold in the country. In 1905, Japan defeated Russia in war and took over Manchuria, the 

Russian sphere of influence in China. This was the first instance of an Asian country 

defeating a mighty European nation in war. Later Japan also annexed Korea. The outbreak of 

the First World War gave her a chance to acquire Germany’s possessions in China and some 

German-held islands in the Pacific. After the war the League gave her the mandate over the 

islands. By this time, Japan’s military had become a dominating force in society. It destroyed 

democracy within the country and advocate of extreme nationalism and expansionism. In less 

than fifty years Japan changed from a peaceful country to an aggressive military power. 

During one 1930s she was to establish close relations with the fascist governments of 

Germany and Italy for another re-division of the world. 

A significant development after the First World War was the decline in the supremacy 

of Europe and the growing importance of the United States of America. While the war 

damaged the economy of the European countries, the U.S. economy became stronger. No war 

was fought on the U.S. soil and the industrial expansion also continued during war as it 

supplied arms and other materials to the Allies. However, a decade later serious economic 

problems arose in the country, which later spread to the rest of Europe. You know that 

America followed the capitalist system of production, in which maximum profit was made by 

the owners of industry. Most of the workers, however, lived below the poverty line. Thus, not 

many people had the means to buy goods, which were being produced by the industries. So 

‘overproduction’ and ‘maldistribution of purchasing power’ were the two main causes of The 

Great Depression, which hit U.S.A. in Oct. 1929 and then spread worldwide. The Crisis began 
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with a fall in the share prices leading to a collapse of the U.S. stock market. In one day, nearly 

16 million shares were sold on the New York stock exchange. During the next four years, 

almost 9000 banks closed operations and millions of people lost their life’s savings. As goods 

remained unsold, thousands of factories shut down, resulting in unemployment, poverty and 

starvation. Most of the European countries, except Soviet Union, also suffered as they had 

become dependent on the U.S. economy, especially on the American bank. The effects of the 

crisis in these countries were similar. The number of unemployed in the world rose to over 50 

million, of which 15 million were in U.S. alone The economic crisis also affected the political 

conditions in these countries. In U.S. the Democratic Party came to power with Franklin D. 

Roosevelt as President. He introduced a programme of economic reform and social welfare 

called New Deal. In Britain and France, labour friendly governments came to power. Though 

fascist movements arose in Britain and France they were not successful. In Germany and Italy 

as you have read above, post war discontent and Depression led to victories of fascist parties. 

During the 1930s the foreign polices of U.S, Britain and France were also similar. They did 

not adopt a strong position against the fascists. Their main concern was to check the spread of 

socialist ideas and workers’ movements. Thus when fascist aggression began, they did 

nothing to check it. Instead they chose to appease Fascism in the hope that it would destroy 

communism. 

The 1930s witnessed several acts of aggression by Italy, Germany and Japan. In this section, 

we will see that most of the western powers not only remained mute spectators to these acts 

but even supported some of them, thereby helping the fascists prepare the stage for war. 

Appeasement meant agreeing to the demands of another nation in order to avoid 

conflict. During the 1930s, politicians in Britain and France began to believe that the Treaty of 

Versailles was unfair to Germany and that Hitler’sactions was understandable and justifiable. 

This belief, adopted by Britain, was the Policy of Appeasement. An example of 

appeasement was theMunich Agreement of September 1938. In the Agreement, Britain and 

France allowed Germany to annex areas in Czechoslovakia where German-speakers lived. 

Germany agreed not to invade the rest of Czechoslovakia or any other country. In March 

1939, Germany broke its promise and invaded the rest of Czechoslovakia. Neither Britain 

nor France was prepared to take military action. Then, on September 1, 1939, German troop 

invaded Poland. Britain and France immediately declared war on Germany. World War II 

had begun in Europe. 
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The first major act of aggression was the Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931. 

Trouble began with an explosion on the Japanese railway line and Japanese military officers 

used it as an excuse to take over Manchuria. China appealed to the League of Nations but no 

action was taken. Japan quit the League of Nations and it launched another attack on China in 

1937. Italy takes over Ethiopia In 1935, Italy invaded Ethiopia and an appeal was made to the 

League. The League condemned Italy as an aggressor and put a ban on the sale of arms to 

Italy. By 1936, however, Italy completed the conquest of Ethiopia and the League, once 

again, failed to resist aggression. Expansion of Nazi Germany In our study of Hitler’s rise to 

power, we saw that he became the Chancellor as well as the President of Germany. He then 

started the process of re-militarization of Germany in violation of the Treaty of Versailles. 

The German troops entered Rhineland, which had been demilitarized by the treaty. Moreover, 

the troops now numbered 800,000 as against the Treaty limit of 100,000. The absence of any 

retaliatory action by France and Britain gave Hitler increased confidence to build up an Air 

force and a Navy. The Saar valley was also reunited with Germany. In 1936, Hitler and 

Mussolini signed the Rome-Berlin Axis, and in 1937, they signed the Anti-Comintern Pact 

with Japan. 

A dress rehearsal of Second World War was the joint German-Italian aggression seen 

during the Spanish Civil War (1936–39). It had serious consequence for the entire world and 

is consideredtobe a dress rehearsal of the Second World War. In 1936, a Popular Front 

Government, comprising the socialists, communists and other anti fascist parties, came to 

power in Spain. They formed a democratic republic under the leadership of General Franco, a 

section of the army planned to overthrow this government. Germany and Italy gave armed 

support to Franco’s men and German aircrafts carried out air raids on Spanish towns and 

villages. They captured many parts of the country and terrorized people into submission. The 

Republican government appealed for help but Britain, France and U.S.A. accepted a policy of 

non-intervention. Only the Soviet Union offered to help the Republicans. The anti-fascists 

from all over the world came together to form an International Brigade to fight for the 

Republic. Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru went to Spain to offer the support of the Indian Freedom 

Movement to the Republic. The Spanish Civil War was no longer a Spanish affair as 

thousands of non-Spaniards sacrificed their lives to save the Republic from the fascists. The 

civil war continued for three years. By 1939, Spain fell to the fascists and the new 

government was recognized by most of the western powers. Towards Poland You can 
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understand that the policy of appeasement adopted by the western powers encouraged the 

fascist towards more aggression. The Soviets demanded an antifascist alliance but the western 

powers did not agree. To protect its own interests the USSR signed a Non-Aggression pact 

with Germany in August 1939. Hitler now directed his attention towards Poland. He wanted 

both, the Danzig Free City and the Polish Corridor, which, you remember, had separated East 

Prussia from the rest of Germany. The British and French governments declared that they 

would attack Germany if it invaded Poland. But Hitler could not be stopped now. On 

September 1, 1939, Germany invaded Poland. Two days later, Britain and France declared 

war on Germany. The Second World War had begun. 
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17. PyrkhatlangStepwar 
Gauss’s Law 

5th semester 
 

Shri. D.G.L. Khongwir 
18. OnikoreaShylla 

     
19. PynhunlangMarwein 

Operational Amplifier 
5th semester 

 
Shri. D.G.L. Khongwir 

20. ShainingstarShadap 
     

21. 
PynkhrawborMawlien Basic Elements of 

Communication 
5th semester 

 
Shri. D.G.L. Khongwir 

     
22. Albert Trevor Rymbai 

Classification of Computers 
5th semester 

 
Shri. D.G.L. Khongwir 

23. RithiangNongsiej 
     

24. 
Meshwa G Kurbah 

Matrices & its Properties 
5th semester 

 
Shri. G.S. Kharkongor 

     
25. DonboklangKharsyntiew 

Fortran Constant 
5th semester 

 
Shri. G.S. Kharkongor 

26. LuckystarThongni 



 

 
 
 

                 



 

















 

















































 



Department of Physics
Synod College

(Under DBT – Star College Scheme)

Report on Science Fest 2019
The Departments of Botany, Chemistry, Physics and Zoology, Synod College organized a

one day Science Fest on the 20th September, 2019 for secondary and higher secondary students.

Altogether eight schools participated in this science fest which includes Seng Khasi Higher

Secondary, Pearly Dew Secondary School, D. N. S. Wahlang, Nongrah Presbyterian School,

Sacred Heart Boys Higher Secondary School, Laitkroh Presbyterian School, Umshing

Presbyterian School. Jaiaw Presbyterian Secondary School. Four Government Departments

participated in the Science Fest, these are, Department of Zoological Survey of India,

Department of Geological Survey of India, Department of Botanical Survey of India and the

Department of Agriculture, Meghalaya. Different inter school competition as well as Inter

Departmental Science programmes were conducted which are as follows - Science Exhibition,

Quiz, Extempore speech Painting and Sketching. The day started off with registration at 9:00am

followed by Inauguration at 10:00 am. Dr. V. T. Darlong, Vice Chancellor of Martin Luther

Christian University grace the function as the Chief Guest. Other dignitaries present were

Principal Dr. R.M. Lyngdoh, the Vice Principals Prof. S. Jyrwa and Prof. D. War, and the

Co-ordinator of IQAC, Dr. M. Rani.

The students involved in this programme were from 2nd, 4th and 6th semester. All together

12 students from each semester from the department were a part of this programme. The number

of participants in total were 90 in numbers. The theme of this Science fest was “Climate change

and its impact on living organisms”. The sub – theme for the Physical Sciences was

“Renewable Resources of Energy”. In the Physical Science category (Inter Departmental

Science Exhibition), the students from the department of Physics of 3rd Semester, Mr.

Wellborn Kharsyntiew and Samborlang Rynthatiang won the first prize, Ms. Ibanpynshai

Sangriang and Ms. Aihunshisha Shandiar from 5th semester won the second prize and Mr.

Reassureson Lyngdoh Nonglait and Mr. Eljohn Nathan Nongsiej won the 3rd prize for their

respective exhibit.

The programme ended with the vote of thanks from one of the faculty members thanking

all the schools and different government departments taking part in this Science Fest 2019.





 



REPORT ON STUDY TOUR TO ARWAH-LUMSHYNNA CAVE, SOHRA,
ORGANISED BY

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA (GSI), GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
TO CELEBRATE INTERNATIONAL FOSSIL DAY – 2019

DATE: 24TH OCTOBER 2019

The Department of Botany and Zoology, Synod college got the privilege to take part in the

celebration of the International Fossil Day 2019 organised by the Geological Survey of India

(GSI), Government of India. As part of the celebration, 10 students from these two

departments along with two faculty members Dr. H. Swer and MS. I. Dkhar took part in the

study tour to at geological sites at Arwah-Lumshynna cave, Sohra Meghalaya and its

adjoining areas. Along with our students, the students from the Department of Geology, St

Anthony’s college also took part in this study tour.

This study tour was undertaken under the guidance of expert field scientists from GSI,

Shillong i.e. Dr D Mukherjee, SUPTDG, Geologist, NER, Shillong, Ms. Bashisha Iangrai,

Scientist GSI, Shillong along with their staff members. The study tour was inaugurated at

Arwah cave, followed by the visit inside the cave which is designated as a geologically

interesting place. A large number of sea fossils (Palaeogene fossils) which includes

Gastropods, Brachiopod, Echinodea, Pelecypoda and other sea fossils were shown and

explained in detail by Dr. Mukherjee which includes the era which they occurred and other

geological evidences.

The tour was then followed by a geo heritage walk from Mawsmai cave to Nohsngithiang

falls with an aim to create awareness among the villagers on preservation of geological sites.

School students from Ram Krishna Mission, Sohra also participated in theis geo-heritage

walk. All participants were given T-shirts and caps with the caption “Discover Palaeontology

to know your past” along with placards with slogans citing the importance of saving the

fossils present in caves and other neighbouring areas. These slogans were written both in

English and in Khasi. This was followed by a visit to another site located on Sohbar – Shella

Road where other fossil evidences are seen in big rocks lying on the roadside.

The tour was really beneficial to the students and faculty where we got the

opportunity to experience an onsite observation on the different fossils present in our state

under the guidance of expert scientist. It has clearly depicted the richness of fossils in

Meghalaya and also created an interest and awareness to all of us the importance of

conservation of these fossil deposits. Such tours are of great importance in imparting more

knowledge for the future benefit of all.







 



Report on the Ishaan Series
Shillong Dialogue 2019

“North East India and the Neighborhoods: Creating Trans-boundary Value Chains in
Agri-Horticulture and Tourism”

Organized by
Asian Confluence in Collaboration with Meghalaya Basin Development Authority

Date: 24th & 25th October 2019
Venue: Asian Confluence Center, Shillong, Meghalaya, India

Registration of the Resource persons, paper presenters, delegates and participants started at 9:30

am.

The opening session started at 10:00 am and the welcome speech was given by Mr. Sabyasachi

Dutta, Executive Director of Asian confluence. This was followed by the opening remarks given

by Ms. Nandita Baruah, Country Head, India Asian Foundation and Mr. K.N. Kumar, Chairman,

Meghalaya Farmer’s Mission.

The programme started with the parallel working group sessions on the theme “Climate-smart

regional Agri-Horti Value Chains”. The first presentation was given by Mr. Prithviraj Nath,

Senior Fellow, Asian Confluence on the importance of trade between Meghalaya & Bangladesh

with respect to agricultural and horticultural products. It was then followed by a keynote

presentation on the importance of promoting smart crops for a sustainable environment by Mr. K.

N. Kumar, Chairman, Meghalaya Farmer’s Mission. He also highlighted the importance of

promoting research on these types of crops. The Chairman, Dr. Atiur Rahman, Former Governor,

Reserve Bank of Bangladesh summarized the presentations and the opportunities in

Agri-Horticulture and also suggested on making millet a staple food and to increase its

production.

After the presentation, there were reflections and discussions by the invited representatives of

distinguished institutes and ministry where they discussed about their business start-up and the

challenges they faced in their businesses. The session ended up with a lunch break.



The session followed was the policy session on Smart Agri-Horti Value Chains. Chairperson

Amb. Gautam Mukhopadhyay, IFS Retd. Mr. Prithviraj Nath gave a presentation highlighting

key take-aways and policy hurdles identified from stakeholder consultations. He stressed on the

problems in transporting their products within the country as well as abroad. This was followed

by the round table discussions where the different organizations discussed about the problems

faced by them like lack of testing facilities, storage center regions, difficulties in getting visas,

time consuming transportation etc. They also discussed about some of the new policies to be

introduced that will help to overcome all these challenges faced by the entrepreneurs.

The evening session was followed up on the theme “Visions for a Connected and Prospering

Region”. It started with a welcome speech by Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta, Executive Director, Asian

Confluence followed by the ceremonial lighting of lamp by the Chief Guest Shri. Conrad K.

Sangma, Honourable Chief Minister of Meghalaya, Guest of Honor, Mr. Tipu Munshi,

Honourable Commerce Minister of Bangladesh and Mr. Md. Abdus Samad, Secretary, Ministry

of Shipping. This was followed by a lecture delivered by Mr. Prithriraj Nath, Senior Fellow,

Asian Confluence. He gave a recap on all the Key Takeaways from different consultations. It

was then followed by a speech given by the honourable Chief Minister of Meghalaya Shri.

Conrad K. Sangma. He told the gatherings which included entrepreneurs from India and

Bangladesh that Northeast India and South East Asian Countries has huge potential for exchange

of trade and business. he also said that Meghalaya is engaging with different countries in South

East Asia to explore the potential of trade and co-operate in sectors like agriculture, horticulture

and tourism. He also told that Meghalaya will come with its own trade policy. Bangladesh

Commerce Minister Tipu Munshi who was also present at the programme said that his country,



Bangladesh is willing to provide all necessary help to India and is willing to offer investment

opportunities in Bangladesh. The programme was ended with a vote of thanks.

Name of Teachers who attended: 1. Dr. R. D. Lyngdoh, Department of Zoology

2. Shri. E. Snaitang, Department of Botany

Name of Students who attended: 1.Ms. RipynshaiNongbri

2. Ms. Farykordor Lyngdoh

3. Ms. Meda-aihunshisha Wanniang

4. Ms. Aidashisha Wahlang

5. Ms. Phibasan Syiemlieh

6. Mr. Maitphang Thongni

7. Mr. Luckyborn Wahlang

8. Mr. Pynshaitbor K. Lynser

9. Mr. Dakmenlang Kharlyngdoh

10. Mr. Pynkmenshisha War





 



REPORT ON EXCURSION TO GUWAHATI, ASSAM 

ORGANISED BY  

SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS, SYNOD COLLEGE 

UNDER DBT-STAR COLLEGE SCHEME  

 

The Science departments of Synod college, Shillong undertook an excursion to Guwahati,  

Assam on 16th January 2020. Altogether 36 students from the Department of Botany, 

Chemistry, Physics and Zoology took part in this excursion. The students were accompanied 

by seven faculty members i.e., Ms. N.C. Marbaniang and Dr. H. Swer (Department of Botany), 

Shri. N. Kharbani (Department of Chemistry), Shri. M.D. Wanswett, Shri. G. Kharkongor, 

Shri. T. Marwein (Department of Physics) and Dr. A.J. Iangrai (Department of Zoology).  

We started the journey at 7:00 am from the college campus and reached Guwahati at 11:00 am. 

The first place we visited was the Frozen Planet located at Lalungaon, Guwahati, Assam. It is 

a first snow theme amusement park in the north eastern region which opened in 2019. At -10 

degrees centigrade, the amusement centre provides our students the thrill and excitement of ice 

slides, snow sculptures, igloo, etc. The amusement park also gave our students for the first time 

a real-world feel of a ‘frozen’ place, complete with snowfall and sub-zero temperatures. The 

next place we visited was Accoland water park located at Rani Road, Pat Gaon, Assam. 

Accoland is also the largest water park in North East India. There are around thirty odd options 

of rides and mazes. All the rides except for two of them can be enjoyed and taken any number of 

times which has provided a means of entertainment for the students away from their classroom. 

We started the journey back from Guwahati at 5:00 pm. On the way, we halted at Nongpoh for 

dinner. We proceed back to Shillong and reached the college campus at 9:30 pm.  

This excursion undertaken has created an excitement and exposed our students to new 

experiences outside of the college environment. It has given the opportunity to the students to 

observe and experience new places and different cultures. Getting out of the classroom also 

provide students an opportunity to develop social skills as they get to spend time with each 

other in a new environment without the structure of the classroom. 

 



 

 

 



SYNOD COLLEGE, SHILLONG 

Study Tour  

Guwahati 

January 16th 2020 

 

 

 

Department of Botany 

Sl. N0. Name Documents Phone No. Signature 

1. Mr. Nehborlang Sohtun Epic, ST, College ID   

2. Ms. Ebahunline L Marshillong Epic, ST, College ID 9774823168  

3. Ms. Baphidakmen L Pdahkasiej Epic, ST, College ID 9774396181  

4. Ms. Jennifer Khriemmujat Epic, ST, College ID   

5. Mr. Emiki Sohlet Epic, ST, College ID 7085958120  

6. Ms. Sandashisha Lyngdoh Epic, ST, College ID 9383303511  

7. Ms. Persha Lyngkhoi Epic, ST, College ID 6909539466  

8. Mr. Frankiensen Nongsiej Epic, ST, College ID   

9. Mr. Pynbitlynti Lawriniang Epic, ST, College ID 8257050902  

10 Ms. Aikorshisha L Mawphlang Epic, ST, College ID   

11. Mr. Wilbertstone L Lyngkhoi Epic, ST, College ID   

Department of Chemistry 

12. Mr.Evessly Khonglah Epic, ST, College ID   

13. Ms. Amabilis Kharkrang Epic, ST, College ID 8259041082  

14. Mr. Gallardo J Marbaniang Epic, ST, College ID 8729950216  

15. Mr. Banteiskhem L Paliar Epic, ST, College ID 8256980615  

16. Ms. Lamlyntihun Nongsiej Epic, ST, College ID   

17. Mr. Lightfarson Kurbah Epic, ST, College ID 8794210732  

18. Ms. Stepbaphyrnai Marngar Epic, ST, College ID   

19. Mr. Cherrister Thabah Epic, ST, College ID 6009089648  

20. Mr. Karamsingh Ryngkhun Epic, ST, College ID 6009354450  

21. Ms. Daniewkor Lyngdoh Epic, ST, College ID 8837493761  

22. Mr. Pynsuklang S Mawdoh Epic, ST, College ID   

23. Ms. Banrishisha L Marshillong Epic, ST, College ID   

Department of Physics 

24. Ms. Rithiang Nongsiej Epic, ST, College ID 9366919819  

25. Ms. Ibanpynshai  L Sangriang Epic, ST, College ID 8131925247  

26. Mr. Onikorea Shylla Epic, ST, College ID 8014371254  

27. Mr. Preciousstar L Lyngkhoi Epic, ST, College ID 9774030199  

28. Mr. Pyrkhatlang Stepwar Epic, ST, College ID 7005608653  

29. Ms. Darihun Marbaniang Epic, ST, College ID 8131898274  

Department of Zoology 

30. Ms. Phidashisha Kharpan Epic, ST, College ID 8837047303  

31. Ms. Mebasiewdor Tiewsoh Epic, ST, College ID 8794848539  

32. Ms. Baihun Lartang Epic, ST, College ID 7005446700  

33. Ms. Sophia Katrai Epic, ST, College ID 7640835771  

34. Mr. Bateibor Lyngdoh Epic, ST, College ID   

35. Ms. Lobenita Rapsang Epic, ST, College ID 8256980540  

36. Mr. Basuk Lyngdoh Epic, ST, College ID 8787631051  



 

SYNOD COLLEGE, SHILLONG 

Study Tour  

Guwahati 

January 16th 2020 

 

 

Teachers In charge 

Sl. No. Name Department Phone No. Signature 

2. Ms. N. C. Marbaniang Botany 9856028673  

3. Dr. H. Swer Botany 8837085761  

4. Mr. N. Kharbani Chemistry 8729858281  

5. Mr. M. D. Wanswett Physics 9615952913  

6. Mr. G. S. Kharkongor Physics 9612209707  

7. Mr. T . Marwein Physics 8787557066  

8. Dr. A. J. Iangrai Zoology 7085951970  



 



Report on the Celebration INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF PERIODIC

TABLE OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS-2019 March, 2020. (

supposed to be conducted on 14th December 2019)

Venue : Conference Hall Time : 2.00pm

The department of Chemistry under the DBT Star College Scheme, Synod College, Shillong

, organized a one-day special lecture and poster presentation for the B.Sc Honours of the

Department on the 6th March 2020 as a part of the celebration of International year of

Periodic Table of Chemical Elements -- 2019, under the perspective of the important role

played by the elements in different sphere of the World and in sustaining life. The

programme was chaired by Dr. W. Kharmawphlang , Associate Professor and Coordinator

DBT Star College Scheme. The Chair person highlighted the important role of the elements

in different sphere of life. This programme was attended by the B.Sc students of I, Ill and V

semesters and faculty members of the department and Science departments. A total number

of 112 members attended the programme. The Principal of the College Dr. R. M. Lyngdoh

gave the welcome address in which he welcome the Vice Principal, all the faculty members

and students presence. In his address he also stress on the importance of the elements in our

daily life and in sustaining life of all human beings, plants and all life forms on earth. He also
thank all the students who participated in the poster presentation and for their keen interest
they showed in the subject. Dr. W. Kharmawphlang elucidated the importance of the
elements in the health of human being and explained also why this year 2019 has been
proclaimed as the IYPT -2019 by the United Nations General Assembly which is to enhance
the global Awareness of, and Increase education in the basic science. This was then followed
by the poster presentation of Chemistry honours students of the department in which the
students showed highlighting the case of many different elements, their importance and
requirement of these elements in the biological system.

Thereafter, the thought-provoking and enlightened speech from the Principal and the
chairperson, the programmer was closed with a gratified vote of thanks proposed by Shri N.
Kharbani, gratifying everyone associated in the programme, the Principal and Vice
Principals of the College, faculties, and students and especially the Department of
Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India for being the
backbone of this celebration



H.o.D



 



Report on World Environment Day -- 2022 , Celebration

Poster Presentation on the Theme: " Only One Earth".

Date : 6th June 2022 Venue: Synod College, Shillong
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Department of Chemistry

Synod College, Shillong



 



CELEBRATION OF WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY - 2020

TllEME : Biodiversity - Timefor Nature", : With a focus on its role in Providing the Essential
infrastructure that support life on Earth and lluman development.

Date : 5th June 2020 Time : 11.00 am

Organized by the Science Departments Under the DBT Star College Scheme, Synod College , Shillong in
collaboration with the Science Club & Environment Club.

Today the June, was a very important day of the year, in which the world are observing as The World

Environment Day. lhis day was established by the United Nation General Assembly in 1972 on the first day of
the Stockholm Conference on Human Environment that resulted in discussion on integration of human

interactions and environment. 'The World Environment Day was first celebrated in the Year 1974 with a theme,

'Only One Earth'. 'Ihe year 1987 is the year where different Countries all over the world started celebrating the
World Environment Day. on this day the 5th of June. The World Environment Day was celebrated every year on
this day the 5 0' June to spread and create an awareness among all people over the world on the importance of
the environment and the need to protect and preserve our ecosystem and its biodiversity, which play a major
role in preserving life on earth. We live in an interdependence world, we depend mostly on Nature for our food,
water, air and energy . Hence to live a healthy life we need to take care of our nature, i.e., our ecosystem and its
biodiversity. Protection and conservation of nature, ecosystem and biodiversity means saving life, which also
means improving human health and development. We know and we can see that Nature is on the verge of
breaking down, so this is the time for each one of us as responsible human being to come forward to help and
take care of our nature. To help it regenerate itself and heal as we know that for our survival we depend on it.
So this is the need of the hour, and is a wake up call for us to come together as nations to save our nature.
Saving our Nature means saving ourselves, harming it — we are putting our life in danger. This year pandemic
due to COVID 19, the lock down all over the different part of the world, we have observed that during this time
there were no activities around us, no cars are plying, no exploitation on our ecosystem, the air becomes purer,
the water becomes clean and life on earth has regenerate itself, plants and animals are thriving during this lock
down. Man has over exploited and destroyed nature to fulfil his selfish needs. But now is the time, to give
Time for Nature to heal and it is a time we need to give importance to our nature, ecosystem and to preserve
our biodiversity.

1his Year from the science club and environment club along with the ti»ur Science departments we are also
celebrating this year world environrnent day -2020, On this day, the 5 th June 2020, by arranging poster
campaign on the above mentioned theme, whereby many of the B. Sc VI semester students from different
department are taking part in this programme online. 'Ihe poster prepared by the students are also displayed



Online Poster Presentation on World Environment Day - 2020 on 5th

June2020
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Department of Geography 

Students’ Seminar 2020 

Date: 12-10-2022 

Mode: Online 

 

No. of participants: 2 

 

Video link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ygw2cVSBwadp-TUw6OEgJc2BgyWzHW1P/view?usp=sharing 

  



 







 





 



Report on Online Special Lecture and Poster Presentation To Celebrate World
Students' Day-2020

Theme : "Learning for People, Planet, Prosperity and Peace".

Organized by the Chemistry Department , Under the DBT Star College Scheme, Synod
College Shillong.

pate : 15th October 2020

The Online special lecture and poster presentation to celebrate the World Student's Day ,
organized by the Chemistry Department was held on the 15 th October 2020 at 1.00pm. All the
Faculty members of the Department and B.Sc I, Ill and V semester students attended the
programme. A total of 50 members attended the online lecture ( Male =16 and Female = 34).

The programme was chaired by Dr. W. Kharmawphlang, Associate professor and was also
the resource person for the above programme.Dr. W. Kharmawphlang welome all the faculty
members and students present in the online programme. In her speech she highlighted the
important role played by education in a students life. She said that this day the 15th October
was chosen and celebrated as World Students' and is commemorate on the birth anniversary
of Dr. A. P.J. Abdul Kalam, who was a dedicated teacher. He was the Former President of
India and had served the Nation from 2002 — 2007. In her speech she expressed that it is
only education that can shape the mind of a students who is the future generation of the
Country. She also said that this year Theme : Learning for People, Planet, Prosperity andPeace, we as learned citizen do played an important part in caring, respecting the people, theneed to take care of our planet, in taking care of our planet means taking care of our nature ,environment and our Biodiversity. In doing so this will not only bring prosperity and peacebut leads to future sustainability. This was followed by poster presentation by students ofB.Sc I, Ill & V semester. A total of 12 students participated in poster presentation.
The Programme was closed with a vote of thanks from Shri N. Kharbani , who thanked thePrincipal Dr. R. M. Lyngdoh for the permission granted to conduct this event. He alsothanked Dr. W. Kharmawphlang for charing and being the resource person, the facultymembers and all the students for their participation. He also thank the Department ofBiotechnology, Ministry Of Science & Technology, Government of India for sponsoring the

Online Poster Presentation on WORLD STUDENT'S DAY: 15th October,2020.
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ONLINE INTER - DEPARTMENTAL SCIENCE EXHIBITIONHELDON
THE15THDECEMBER2020.
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Synod College, Shillong 

Department of Physics, 

 

Report of the Educational study tour to the Industrial 
Estate, Government of Meghalaya, Byrnihat, Ribhoi- 

District.  
Under The DBT – Star College 

Scheme  

Date: On the 12th February 2021. 

 

 On the 12th February, 2021, The Department of Physics along with the department of 

Chemistry were able to take the 5th Semester Students for a study tour to the Industrial Estate 

of Meghalaya, Byrnihat Ribhoi District. The industrial Estates situated at Byrnihat, RiBhoi 

District, Under the Meghalaya Industries Development Corporation Limited consisted of Iron & 

Steel industries, Steel & alloys Industry, apart from these, the students were able to visit  

Polycon Industries, Breweries, Cashew industries. Some of the Industries that the students and 

faculty members of Chemistry and Physics department could visit were Shyam steels and 

Alloys industry, Shyam Century Ferrous Private ltd., Megha Cashew Private ltd., Megha 

Polycon Private ltd., and CMJ Breweries Ltd.  

 From the department of Physics, 13 students of 5th Semester along with 4 teachers 

were able to take this study tour. 

 The visit was interesting, informative and beneficial to the students where they were 

able to observe the different steps of manufacturing stages which was an eye opener to every 

visitor who entered the industrial site. It also depicts a very good example of the importance 

and the richness of the resource materials of the states. It has also helped the students to get the 

opportunity to experience an onsite observation on how extraction and manufacturing of metals 

and metalloids are carried out, and experiencing of seeing how it does actually happen outside 

of their rather classroom knowledge. In Megha Polycon Private Ltd. The students learn and 

could see the raw materials used in the manufactured of water storage tank by the used of LDPE, 

i.e. low density polyethylene 

The students got to explore and see varieties of industries, the different stages of manufacturing 

process, could see with their eyes the raw materials used in the process of extraction and 

manufacturing of metals and non-metals / metalloids, food industries how packaking are done 

before they reach the market place. which is uses in different ways for the benefits of the people. 

Students had learned many things of how it happens than compared to book knowledge that 



they learned inside the classroom. It has also helped the students tremendously in broadening 

their understanding on the importance and role of industries development to the States and 

Country as a whole. 

 We are grateful to the DBT-Star College Scheme under the Ministry of Science and 

Technology, Government of India for providing us financial assistance for this visit. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



SYNOD COLLEGE 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS  

STUDY TOUR  
2021 

MEGHALAYA INSUSTRIAL ESTATE 
BYNIHAT 

 
The following students from 5th semester are to go for a study tour to Industrial estate under 
Meghalaya Industrial development corporation on the 12 February, 2021. 
 
1. Ms. LARIANA FAY DKHAR 
2. Ms. ROSALYN PYRTUH 
3. Ms. IBAKORDOR DISIAR 
4. MR. FRENISON KHARBIH  
5. MR. RAHBOKLANG WANNIANG 
6. MR. PROMVIL MAWLIEH 
7. MR. SHEMBORLIN SANGRIANG 
8. MR. ARKILAWAN LYNGDOH 
9. MR. MORNINGSTAR MAKRI 
10. MR. PYNSKHEMLANG KURBAH 
11. MR. WELLBORN KHARSYNTIEW 
12. MR. RAPBORLANG WANRIEH 
13. MR. KYRSOIBORLANG SYNREM 
 
The following teachers are to accompany the above students 
 
1. Smti. G.A. Kharsyntiew (HoD) 
2. Shri M. D. Wanswett 
3. Shri D.G.L. Khongwir 
4. Shri G.S. Kharkongor 
 
 
              HoD 
         Mrs. G.A. Kharsyntiew 
 

 

            



 







 



Report on the Poster Presentation

Celebrating the International Day for Biological Diversity '4

Theme : We are the Solution"

Organized by the Department of Chemistry, under the DBT Star College Scheme,
Synod College, Shillong.

Date : 22nd May 2021

Celebration of International Day for Biological Diversity Poster Presentation on the
theme "We are the solution", Department of Chemistry, Synod College, Shillong, 22nd
May, 2021.
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REPORT ON ONLINE STUDENTS' SEMINAR

TO CELEBRATE WORLD ENMRONMENT

DAY 2021

THEME: ECOSYSTEM RESTOR4 TION

Organized by Science Departments,Synod College

(UNDER DBT- STAR COLLEGE SCHEME)

Google meet link: https://meet.google.com/vyb-goci-tpm

The Science Departments under the DBT-Star College Scheme in collaboration with the

Science Club & Environment Club, Synod College organisedan Online Students' Seminar

Presentation on 5 June 2021 at 10:00 am to celebrate the World Environment Day. The

th th
theme for this programme is "ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION". B.Sc. 6 & 4 Semester students

from the Department of Botany, Chemistry, Physics and Zoology took part in this

programme and gave a power point presentation on the various topics related to the

theme.

The programme was chaired by Dr. W. Kharmawphlang, Co-ordinator of DBT-Star college

scheme. The Principal of the college, Dr. R.M. Lyngdoh delivered the welcome address and

he stressed on the importance of ecosystem restoration and the need to create awareness

amongst the students. A total of 98 participants(50 females, 48 males)which include17

student presenters, students from 4th& 6thsemesters and faculties from the four science

departments took in the programme. The list of the presenters along with the topic is listed

below:

Presenter Department Topic



1 Ms. Meda-aihunshishaWanniang

2
Mr. Dimiyio K. Lamin

3 Mr. Wellborn Kharsyntiew

4 Ms. MarbiangkyntiJyrwa

5 Ms. Pertis Marten

6 Mr. SamborlangRyntathiang

7 Ms. IndarikyntiPathaw

8 Ms. FaryKordor Lyngdoh

9 Mr. PromvilMawlieh

10 Mr. BenbebaiousWann

11 Ms. Ripynshamongbri

12 Ms. Pynkmenshisha War

13 Ms. IohmattiMasharing

14 Mr. Reassureson L. Nonglait

(B.Sc. 4th Semester)

15 Ms. ShimtihunMawtyllup

16 Ms. PhibanbetKurkalang

(B. Sc. 4th Semester)

Botany

Chemistry

Physics

Zoology

Zoology

Physics

Chemistry

Botany

Physics

Chemistry

Botany

Botany

Chemistry

Physics

Chemistry

Physics

Ecosystem restoration

Importance of ecosystem: factors
affecting ecosystem

restoration
Geothermal energy

Deforestation

Land degradation

Few things ordinary people can
do to rotect the environment
Ecosystem: degradation &

restoration

Restoration of forest

Biomass energy: waste to useful
ener

Ecosystem: importance, degradation &
restoration

Restoration of terrestrial ecosystem

Restoration of underground water

Factors that affect the ecosystem,
restoration and the effect of the

pandemic on the ecosystem

Hydrogen fuel energy

Ecosystem - Human impact on the
ecosystem, process & importance of

restoration of the
ecosystem

Biogas

The online students' seminarhas given the opportunity for students to use the online

platform for their presentation. It has also enabled the participants to learn from the

presenters on how much our ecosystem has been degraded by our actions, what are the

opportunities we can take up as a solution and also the challenges we may face in dealing

with ecosystem restoration. Overall, it was an interesting and informative session and we

hope to have many such programmes in the future.
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WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY CELEBRATION 2021 

The Science Departments under the DBT-Star College Scheme in collaboration with 

the Science Club & Environment Club, Synod College is organizing an Online Seminar 

Presentation on 5th June 2021 at 10:00 am to celebrate the World Environment Day. 

The theme for this year is “ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION”.  

The B.Sc. 6th & 4th Semester students from the Department of Botany, Chemistry, 

Physics and Zoology will be presenting various topic related to the theme. Time allotted 

for each presentation is 8 mins. The platform for the programme will be Google meet 

and the link will be provided 30 mins before the start of the programme.  

 

PROGRAMME 

 

 

10: 00 AM Chairperson : Dr. W. Kharmawphlang 

HOD, Chemistry &  

Co-ordinator DBT-Star 

College Scheme 

 

10: 05 AM Speech :  Dr. R.M. Lyngdoh 

Principal 

 

10: 15 am – 1: 05 pm   : Seminar presentation 

 

1: 10 pm  Vote of thanks :  Shri N. Kharbani 
 

 

Session 1 

Chairperson : Dr. W. Kharmawphlang 
 

Time Presenter Department  Topic 

10:15 am Ms. Meda-aihunshisha Wanniang Botany Ecosystem Restoration 

 

10:25 am 

 

Mr. Dimiyio K. Lamin 

 

Chemistry 

Importance of Ecosystem, 

Factors affecting ecosystem 

restoration 

10:35 am Mr. Wellborn Kharsyntiew Physics Geothermal Energy 

10:45 am  Ms. Marbiangkynti Jyrwa Zoology Deforestation 



 

Session 2 

Chairperson: Ms. N.C. Marbaniang  
 

11:00 am Ms. Pertis Marten Zoology Land Degradation 

11:10 am  Mr. Samborlang Ryntathiang Physics Few things ordinary people can 

do to protect the environment  

11:20 am  Ms. Indarikynti Pathaw Chemistry Ecosystem: Degradation & 
Restoration 

11:30 am Ms. Fary Kordor Lyngdoh Botany Restoration of Forest 
 

Session 3 

Chairperson : Dr. A. J. Iangrai 
 

11:35 am Mr. Promvil Mawlieh  Physics Biomass energy: waste to useful 

energy 

11:45 am Mr. Benbebaious Wann Chemistry Ecosystem: Importance, 

Degradation & Restoration 

11: 55 am Ms. Ripynshai Nongbri Botany Restoration of terrestrial 

Ecosystem 

12:05 pm Mr. Welkingstar Mawiong  Zoology  
 

Session 4 

Chairperson: Dr. H. Swer 
 

12: 15 pm Ms. Pynkmenshisha War Botany Restoration of Underground 

water 

12: 25 pm Ms. Iohmatti Masharing  Chemistry Factors that affect the 

ecosystem, Restoration and the 

effect of the pandemic on the 

ecosystem 

12: 35 pm Mr. Reassureson L. Nonglait 

 (B.Sc. 4th Semester) 

Physics Hydrogen fuel Energy 

12: 45 pm  Ms. Shimtihun Mawtyllup Chemistry  Ecosystem- Human impact on 

the ecosystem, process & 

importance of restoration of the 

Ecosystem 

12: 55 pm Ms. Phibanbet Kurkalang 

(B. Sc. 4th Semester) 

Physics Biogas 
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SYNOD COLLEGE 

DISCIPLINE AND CLEANLINESS COMMITTEE 

Report on the Lecture organised by the committee on the 16 September, 2021 
The Discipline and Cleanliness Committee conducted a lecture on the 16"September 2021 
on the theme " Discipline in the times of Covid-19". The resource person for this lecture 

was Dr. R. Allya Joint Director of Health Services and Project Director, Meghalaya Aids 

Control Society. This programme was conducted online and the timing of the programme 
was at 6pm. 

The objective of organising the online lecture talk is to sensitise the students of the 
college on the importance of maintaining self-discipline in following all the protocols and 

SOP's issued by the health department in our day to day life so as to mitigate the spread of 
Covid-19 in our community and to help fight the disease. 

The Discipline and Cleanliness Committee of the college felt the urgent need to 
stress on this important aspect of self-discipline as a key factor in the fight against Covid -19. 
Creating awareness and highlighting the covid appropriate behaviour and the importance of 
vaccination would go a long way in helping society overcome this disease. 

In this programme 10 students were invited from each department which included 
15 undergraduate Honours departments of the Day Section, 4 undergraduate Honours 
departments of the morning section and 2 post graduate departments. A single teacher 
from each of the above departments was also invited for the programme. Altogether there 
were about 159 students which consist of 66 male and 93 female students. The total 
number of teachers who attended the programme was 28 in all which included thee members of the Discipline and Cleanliness committee. There were 8 male teachers and 20 female teachers. 

The programme was chaired by Smti. G.A. Kharsyntiew, Convener Discipline and Cleanliness committee. The welcome speech was delivered by Dr. R. M. Lyngdoh, Principal Synod College. The resource person Dr. R. Allya gave a very stimulating and interesting lecture. She was able to make the lecture very interactive and students came forward to pose a large number of questions. The resource person highlighted that covid -19 belong to the family of coronavirus which include SARS and MERS and is highly contagious and has high fatality rate. She also highlighted that it is a virus which is evolving and no one can predict how it will behave. Therefore the stress is on trying to minimise the spread of the disease by adopting covid appropriate behaviour. 

Dr.R. Allya talked about the different covid appropriate behaviour such as proper wearing of face mask which would be effective in preventing the spread of the disease, maintaining social distance and cleanliness especially hand washing all of which are critical in the fight 



against the disease and how negligence on our part can sometimes lead to tragic 

circumstances. She talked about our responsibility not only for ourselves but also to ensure 

the safety of our friends, family and loved ones. The resource person also talked about the 

importance of vaccination and she address a large number of questions from the students 

and was able to shed light on the many misgivings and misinformation about it. She 

encouraged students that to contain the spread of the disease is entirely in our control by 

strictly adhering to the norms of covid appropriate behaviour and through vaccination. She 

also highlighted the importance of vaccination through the sharing of data and informed 

how vaccination has led to decrease in hospitalisation and fatality of covid cases. The 

students interacted enthusiastically but due to paucity of time not all questions could be 

address by the resource person. The meeting was brought to a close by a vote of thanks 

from Dr. M. Dunai , member of the Discipline and Cleanliness committee who thanked the 

Principal, the Vice Principals, the Co-ordinator of the 1QAC the resource person, the 

teachers and students of the various departments who participated in the programme as 

well as the technical team of the college who made arrangements for the programme to be 

conducted online. 

The Discipline and Cleanliness committee looks forward to be able to conduct many such 

programmes on other isues related to cleanliness and discipline which will be beneficial to 

the student community and to society at large. 

Smt GA. Kharsyntiew 
Convener of the Committee 



 





 



Department of English 
Students’ Seminar 2021 

Date: 01-10-2021 
 

Topics for Students’ Seminar 
5th Semester: 
 

1. Stream of Consciousness in Literature 
2. The Provincial world of George Eliot 
3. The Autobiographical Elements in D.H. Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers 
4. Modernism and the individual. 
5. Thomas Hardy: life and works  
6. Wordsworth and the Romantics 

 
 
3rd Semester: 
 

1) The Puritan Rule and its effects on Literature 
2) The Angry Young Man Movement and John Osborne 
3) The Genius of Shakespeare 
4) Machiavelli in Elizabethan drama. 
5) Characteristics of modern drama (with reference to at least three modern playwrights) 
6) John Webster in Jacobean Tragedy. 



 



Students’ Seminar 2021 

Department of Geography 

Date: 01-10-2021 

Mode: Online 

 

No. of participants: 7 

 

Video link of the presenters 

https://doc-0o-74-
docs.googleusercontent.com/docs/securesc/eesg8q4f23sgogcsoog9upt04bq6t8oh/qkla75lemhnlgmgj961lfkileccjfm
qu/1657018275000/16543508933807014889/11215258507546176741/1RHbh7vIVGhzhhZoYeLa_J9ta96EIck62?e=
download&authuser=0 

https://doc-00-74-
docs.googleusercontent.com/docs/securesc/eesg8q4f23sgogcsoog9upt04bq6t8oh/p3hktjpuup9ao6t0abjcmg3etrs2
kcrs/1657018275000/16543508933807014889/11215258507546176741/1er-VL_lLKDNZBQ8YhYsXF5Zhprg-
rSLz?e=download&authuser=0 
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=3eaefaa4f9&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-
f:1737509349430147182&th=181cdf8c2eb4386e&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=f_l58j7yz30 
https://doc-0o-74-
docs.googleusercontent.com/docs/securesc/eesg8q4f23sgogcsoog9upt04bq6t8oh/do1266hp343sgb1s7ckeapknnr8
8696j/1657018275000/16543508933807014889/11215258507546176741/13PuktSrkIPSKDVYUi18uKT5KLN-
BXepo?e=download&authuser=0 
https://doc-0s-74-
docs.googleusercontent.com/docs/securesc/eesg8q4f23sgogcsoog9upt04bq6t8oh/mgsf6hk42e6itahriclknmida209t
iek/1657018275000/16543508933807014889/11215258507546176741/1-
LSmGtI3_1_Sw8ZFPH1z9ovP3EpnQ5jd?e=download&authuser=0 
https://doc-0g-74-
docs.googleusercontent.com/docs/securesc/eesg8q4f23sgogcsoog9upt04bq6t8oh/3jdrjk34j4ojuft651c7fof10q9t2e
4q/1657018275000/16543508933807014889/11215258507546176741/1z-
2tzJ_4AkTVky2wDQDIPnejrGKDeSQt?e=download&authuser=0 
https://doc-10-74-
docs.googleusercontent.com/docs/securesc/eesg8q4f23sgogcsoog9upt04bq6t8oh/l5p030tvvdkin24dvi372qrqkd7j6
o00/1657018275000/16543508933807014889/11215258507546176741/1rE4oSNgjw-2W6mjH7iiRd2GK-
nINkgkR?e=download&authuser=0 
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=3eaefaa4f9&attid=0.2&permmsgid=msg-
f:1737509349430147182&th=181cdf8c2eb4386e&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=f_l58j9pm41 

 

 

 

 



 



STUDENTS SEMINAR 2021 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

SYNOD COLLEGE, SHILLONG 
 

Google meet link: https://meet.google.com/wgv-xwqn-ywr      4TH October 2021 at 10:00 am to 12.00 noon 

 
TOPIC: PAPER – V  HIS-UG-505: MODERN WORLD MID – 15TH CENTURY TO WORLD WAR II 

SCORE SHEET 
DKH=David Arnold Kharchandy 
PGB= P. Gracefulness Bonney 
RSH=Dr.Ruseivan Shangpliang 
JK = Jasmine Kharbteng (officiating for K.L.Buam) 

 

Sl. 
No. Roll No. Name Of Student Topic For Presentation 

Clarity/ 
Presentation/ 

Inputs/Contents 
60+60+80=200 

Total 
200 

Position 

1 A1908537 Baiahunlang L. Lyngkhoi 
Definition and features of 
Feudalism and Decline of 

Feudalism 

DKH=30  
JK=28 

PGB= 28 
RSH= 28 

114 
  

2 A1908538 Jollyson Lamin (Presenter) 
3 A1908539 Miningstar Kurbah 
4 A1908568 Samboklang L. Mawphlang 
5 A1908569 Sevenday Marwein 

Rise of national monarchies 
in Europe 

DKH=27 
 JK=28 

PGB= 28 
RSH= 27 

110 
  

6 A1908570 Samborlang Kharpran 
7 A1908571 Jubilant Son Toi 
8 A1908573 Jerry Syiemiong (Presenter) 
9 A1908574 Apjutang Kharlyngdoh 

Renaissance in modern Europe 

DKH=28  
JK=27 

PGB= 27 
RSH= 28 

110 
  

10 A1908575 Joyfully Kharbani (Presenter) 
11 A1908576 Nashwa Giri 
12 A1908764 Melansheba Kurbah 
13 A1908765 Khrawkupar Khongsngi 

Reformation in modern Europe 

DKH=40  
JK= 41 
PGB= 40 
RSH= 41 

162 
 

 
 
SECOND 
 
 
 

14 A1908766 Olibia Kharkongor 
15 A1908767 Nakisaka Khongkai 
16 A1908768 Amrisa Debbarma (Presenter) 

https://meet.google.com/wgv-xwqn-ywr


 
 

17 A1908769 Shailin Riahtam 
Peace settlement –The Treaty 

of  Versailles 

DKH=37  
JK= 36 
PGB= 35 
RSH= 36 

144 
 THIRD 

18 A1908770 Wandame Nongshli 
19 A1909048 Pynsankyntiew Marbaniang (Presenter) 
20 A1909050 Easter laibiakmawii 
21 A1909051 Lalringngheta 

Origin of the League of 
Nations 

DKH=30 
 JK= 29 
PGB= 30 
RSH= 29 

118 
  

22 A1909052 Pyndaplang Marwein 
23 A1909053 Kevin Kholar 
24 A1909054 T.Remruatpuia (Presenter) 
25 A1909055 Kuparlang K. Syiemlieh 

Rise of Napoleon 

DKH=00 
JK = 00 
PGB= 00 
RSH= 00 

00 
  

26 A1909056 Rebecca Marwein (Presenter) 
27 A1909057 Freddy Mc Donald Ksanlah 
28 A1909058 Lily Mery Wahlang 
29 A1909059 Kynsai K Nongtnger 
30 A1909060 Jeremia Zothansanga 

Reforms of Napoleon 

DKH=43 
JK=42 

PGB= 42 
RSH= 42 

169 
 FIRST 

31 A1909061 Jeffre Lyngdoh Mawphlang 
32 A1909062 Joseph Debbarma 
33 A1909063 F. Vl. Thlamuanpuia 
34 A1909064 Cassandra B. Ryntathiang(Presenter) 

 
 

 
 

Results      
 

1st Position : Ms. Cassandra B. Ryntathiang  
2nd Position: Ms. Amrisa Debbarma  
3rd Position: Ms. Pynsankyntiew Marbaniang  

 
 

Sir David Arnold Kharchandy 
Acting Head & Assistant Professor 

Department of History 
Synod College, Shillong 



STUDENTS’ SEMINAR 2021 

ONLINE MODE 

 

Seminar topic: REFORMS OF NAPOLEAN BONAPARTE 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paper presenters: 
Jeremia Zothansanga (A1909060) 
Jeffre Lyngdoh Mawphlang (A1909061) 
Joseph Debbarma (A1909062) 
F.Vl. Thlamuanpuia(A1909063) & 
Cassandra B. Ryntathiang (A1909064) 
 
Department of History, Synod College, Shillong 
 
 



REFORMS OF NAPOLEAN BONAPARTE 

Napoleon Bonaparte was born in Corsica, an island located on the Mediterranean 

Coast, on August 15, 1768, to Carlo Buonaparte and Letizia Romalino Buonaparte. 

Napoleon did his schooling in mainland France, graduating from the military academy in 

1785. He was commissioned as a second lieutenant of an artillery detachment in the French 

Army. He was on leave when the French Revolution broke out in 1789, during which he 

became involved with the Corsican branch of the Jacobins, one of many pro-democratic 

parties in France at the time. In 1792, the French government was fighting against other 

European monarchies and in a series of battles taking place in Italy during 1796, Napoleon 

led a French army to victory over the much better equipped and larger armies of Austria. 

The Treaty of Campo Formio signed between France and Austria led to territorial gains 

for France. 

Napoleon’s success in a number of expeditions to weaken the English power 

(Expedition to Egypt, Italian expedition & invasion of Syria in 1798) earned him respect 

and on his return to France, Napoleon then became part of the group that overthrew the 

Directory in 1799. The aftermath of this, Napoleon became the first consul, a position 

consolidated by his victory over Austria at the Battle of Marengo in June 1800. A 

constitutional amendment made in 1802 made Napoleon first consul for life. In 1804, he 

crowned himself, emperor of France, during a lavish ceremony at the Cathedral of Notre 

Dame. 

 

Reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte 

Napoleon Bonaparte has introduced many reforms during his reign. However, 

before we begin with the reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte, let’s first understand who is 

Napoleon Bonaparte. The period of Consulate (1799-1804) is a period of great reforms 

in France. Napoleon had subdued his foreign enemies on the continent and England was 

quiet. He extents the territories of France and was now free to devote his energy and zeal 

to administrative matters. The First Consul was the creation of the Revolution. He called 

himself “Son of Revolution”. As a matter of fact, he destroys the Revolution itself. He 

continues to believe in liberties (social and economic liberty but he did not believe in 

political liberty). Thus, most of the administrative reforms happen with this end in view. 

He gave equal justice, equal rights and equal chances of advancement and progress to all 

Frenchmen. He kept all political powers in his own hands. Thus, political order in France 

under him was despotism. 

https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/jacobins/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/subdue
https://oureducare.com/political-science/meaning-of-liberty/
https://oureducare.com/sociology/meaning-of-progress/


 

Administrative Centralization Reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte 

Napoleon wants to centralize all powers in his own hands. Besides, most of the 

executive and legislative powers were under the Constitution of the Consulate. He 

brought the law courts in France under his control by subsequent legislation. Thus, in 

1800, he completely revises the system of the Local government and Consulate of the 

country. Elective bodies of the departments (districts), and arrondissements (small 

districts) were abolished. Instead, the First Consul was to appoint Prefects and Sub 

Prefects in their place. Prefects were to appoint mayors of small communes in their 

districts. The first Consul chooses the Mayors of town with populations more than 5000 

each. Thus, local autonomy of any kind ceased to exist in France. All local and central 

government was centralized in Paris. It became effective, prompt, and uniform. This was 

what France needed most at the time. 

 

Financial Reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte 

He was aware from the very beginning that finance was the backbone of the state. 

The financial disorder was the cause of the downfall of the ancient regime in France. He, 

therefore, put himself against this danger (peril). He adopts several ways and means to 

bring in money: In the first place, Napoleon exacted heavy tributes from the lands he 

invaded and desolated. Secondly, he ensures that taxes in France were carefully collected. 

Thirdly, he enforced a rigid economy everywhere in his administration. The crowning 

achievement of his financial reforms was the establishment of the Bank of France in 1800. 

Ever since its establishment,  the Bank of France was one of the soundest financial 

institutions in the world. 

 

Ecclesiastical Settlement-Concordat 

Finance was torn asunder by religious dissensions for a decade. So, Napoleon 

wants to establish peace in this sphere too. He fully appreciates the importance of religion 

as a political lever and determines to use it for his own ends. Therefore, he was prepared 

to leave the Catholics undisturbed if they ceased to interfere with the State and did not 

plot against him. Also, he wants to gain the active support of the conscientious 

French Catholics, who drifted away because of the anti-clerical measures of the 

revolutionaries. He, therefore, concluded a settlement with Pope Pius VII in April 1802. 

This settlement is famous as Concordat. The Pope recognized the confiscation and sale 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conscientious
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conscientious


of the church property during the early period of the Revolution. He also agreed to the 

suppression of the monasteries. Further, the First Consul appoints the bishops and the 

Bishops were to appoint the priests. Thus, the Catholic Church in France became national 

and branch of the government. The Concordat gave a considerable immediate advantage 

to Napoleon, as the clergy were strictly subordinate to the State and became his willing 

Vassals. 

 

Judicial Reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte-The Code Napoleon 

Prior to the French Revolution, France was under a set of haphazard and 

perplexing laws. There was no uniformity in the judicial system of the country. There 

were different historical origins of different laws. 

As a result, there was a strong desire to do away with this confusion and discrepancies of 

the several legal systems in the country. The constitution of 1791 had promised to do so 

and the National Convention had ordered work on it. But things had delayed the job. 

Thus, it was ultimately left to the genius of Napoleon to do away with the abuses of the 

system. Subsequently, Napoleon took up the work in hand and completely rebuild the 

legal system of the country. A great civil code was brought out in 1804. As a result, there 

was the adoption of the Codes. Such as Civil Procedure, Code of Criminal Procedure, 

Penal Code, and a Commercial Code. Actually, nothing was left beyond the scope of 

Code Napoleon. Frenchmen, after all, had a body of law-clear, rational, and national-on 

all aspects of life. They now know what was legal and what was illegal. 

All these codes-sets of Laws were so simple and elegant. Even several states on the 

continents copied and applied them. Laws of Napoleon guarantee civil equality, religious 

toleration, legal arrest, equality of inheritance, and the Trial by Jury. Thus, Napoleon was 

not wrong when he remarked at St. Helena that “my real glory is not my having won 

forty battles, what will never be affected, what will endure forever is my civil code.” No 

wonder then that Napoleon has been hailed as a second Justinian. 

 

Educational Reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte 

Napoleon’s reforming zeal touches every aspect of life. He felt that the nation’s 

educational system was defective that the state did not have much control over it. Hence, 

the First Consul established a University in Paris. In fact, the first University in France. 

This was to make the educational system a standard one and uniform throughout the 

country. The First Consul appointed its chief officers. Anyone who wants to open a 

https://oureducare.com/history/french-revolution/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/perplex


school or wishing to do private teaching needs to obtain a license from the University. 

All education was to conform to the Catholic Church and was to be loyal to the state and 

the First Consul. 

Napoleon did not want to encourage private education. He, therefore, established 

a regular system of education in the country. In the first place, every commune was to 

maintain primary schools and the prefects were to manage the affairs of these schools. 

They were more or less municipal schools. Secondly, grammar schools were open with 

the object of providing special training in French, Latin, and elementary sciences. In fact, 

the government controls these schools. Thirdly, High schools were open in all important 

towns. The government also controls these schools. Besides, the government appoints the 

teachers in these schools. Fourthly, there were special types of schools like the technical 

schools and the military schools- fall under governmental Patronage and control. 

 

Public Work Reforms of Napoleon Bonaparte 

In another field too, Napoleon changes the very face of France in the course of a 

few years. This was in regard to public works. He improves the existing roads and 

constructs new ones. Most of the modern roads of France were actually built with the 

orders of Napoleon. He could boast of having got constructed at least 299 roads. Thirty of 

them were most important and became the very arteries of France. These roads connect 

almost all parts of France with Paris. The most wonderful feat of the road-construction 

works was that Turin, Milan. Rome and Naples were all brought in touch with Paris. 

Besides, he constructs bridges and canals dugout. Marshes were drained and dikes 

strengthened. Some of the important harbours like Toulon were enlarged and fortified. 

Public buildings were enlarged and beautified. 

He also converts Paris into a beautiful city with broad roads and spacious parks. 

The population of Paris almost doubled in the time of Napoleon and it became one of the 

fashionable cities in Europe.The most remarkable aspect of all this work of construction 

was that it did not cost the nation much, as the prisoners of war were doing all this job. 

The net result of these reforms was that trade and commerce became very brisk. It helps 

the economic welfare and prosperity of the people. No wonder, Napoleon became the 

idol of the nation. He gave to France not only military and political glories but also 

economic prosperity. 

 

 



The Legion of Honour 

Napoleon establishes the institution of the Legion of Honour, to honour and 

reward those who render distinguished service to the state. This institution became 

extremely popular in France. 
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Report on Department Students' Seminar 2021

The Online Department Students' seminar was conducted on I st October 2021 by the Department of
Che mistry organized by IQAC and Science Departments under DBT Star College Scheme sponsored by
the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of India and IQAC.

DepartmentofChemistry:

No. Name ofStudents

PhidarisaLamare
1

2 MishordarisPariong

3 MebanpynhunLMarshillong

4 EbandaryLyngdoh

5 ElbinessMarwein

6 CareenthiaNongbsap

7 PynsuklinWahlang

MebanaiborDMyrthong
8
9 ShemphangMawlong

10 MerryfulPariong

Il SamanlangkiPhawa

Sunshine Khongtim
12
13 RibahunKharlyngdoh

DamemanbhaBiam
14
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ProoldaKhyllait
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KorsonNongkhlaw
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AndersonWanniang
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18 IdadonbokThabah

19 BameshanlangRyntathiang

20. VincentNongbet

21. ArioKharmawphlang
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

SYNOD COLLEGE, SHILLONG 

Students’ Seminar 2021 

The students’ seminar 2021 will be held in online mode through Google Meet on the 1st October, 2021 at 
1:00 pm. 

Mathematics Honours Students of all the semesters (1st, 3rd and 5th semester) are required to attend the 
seminar by joining the link below: 

Link for the programme: https://mathematicsdepartment.page.link/students-seminar-2021 

OR Enter the code :  fhh-zhzy-ptk 

 

ATTENDANCE WILL BE TAKEN THROUGH GOOGLE MEET ITSELF. 

  



Department of Mathematics 

Students Seminar 2021 

Groups along with the name of the Supervisor 

 

Group Semester Students Supervisor 
1 III Rachel Youroin 

Wanshongdor Rani 
Phyrnaimardor Warjri 
Nibahun Warjri 
Kitdorsingh Iawren 
Ruddy Frankson Lyngdoh 
Goldieson Nongrud 
Wanjingshai Jala 
 

I. Shabong 

2 III Pynsaniratlang Nonglait 
Trusterwell Nongbsap 
Inroibha Mylliemngap 
Afterjone Lyngdoh 
Ridonstar Nonglait 
Phrangbanjied Kharlor 
Naphibanri Syiemlieh 
Banshanboklang Lyngdoh 

DL Jyrwa 

3 III Enboklang Kharsyntiew 
Emika Kharlyngdoh 
Bannehskhem Mynsong 
Battisha Kurbah 
Ibahunsha Massar 
R. Aibiangshisha L. Nonglait 
Albert Carry Myrthong 
Devotion Rongngi 

HG Laitthma 

4 III Digolet Wahlang 
Menisha Ramsiej 
Richard Neldi Khongstid 
Medajop Marshiangbai 
Kyrsoijingtip ryntathiang 
Ibadahun Lamin 
Mebalarisha Kharkongor 
Monica Kurbah 

I Shabong 

5 III Shinetisful Myrthong 
Mebashan Khymdeit 
Jerry Banteilang Nongspung 
Fairlysha Nongrang 
Sandame Kharnary 
Wanshanskhem Warlarpih 
Royalstone Stepwar 
Humblestar Khonglam 
 

DL Jyrwa 

6 III Vishal Sudra Das HG Laitthma 



Kenny Kennedy Dkhar 
Redshaising Lyngdoh 
Sngewbha Nylla Lyngdoh 
Shanborlang Sohshang 
Lana Bethany Dkhar 
Enboklang L. Kynshi 
Albert John L. Kynshi 

7 V  Damebanroi Basaiawmoit 
Balajiedlang Marbaniang 
Ibapyniasuk Khymdeit 
Mandy Carrie Nongrum 
Ginita Mukhim 
Joinsingwell Kharbuki 
Vincent Ramsiej 

I Shabong 

8 V Lilidora Nongsiej 
Pynlangiaki Rani 
Jovialson Shylla 
Matsiewdor Malngiang 
Peiphang P Syiemlieh 
Luckystar L Mawlot 

DL Jyrwa 

9 V Banjoplang Mylliem 
Fervor G. Lynshing 
Pynshongdor W. Laitthma 
Banshanskhem Thabah 
Gesterfield Nongsiej 
Leadingstar Nengnong 

S Kharbani 

10 V Khrawkupar Nongsiej 
Mebansharai Khonghat 
Fennykelvin L. Marshillong 
Gidion Tangsong 
Maphibiang Suting 
Aiborling Marngar 

HG Laitthma 

 

 

  



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

SYNOD COLLEGE, SHILLONG 

Students’ Seminar 2021 

Papers Presented 

SL. 
NO. 

GROUP TITLE 

1 7 Repunit 
2 2 Cardinality of a Set 
3 3 Topological Spaces 
4 9 Lagrange’s Theorem: Relation between the order of a group 

and a subgroup 
5 5 Finding the Area 
6 4 Calculus in Daily Life 
7 6 Rolle’s Theorem 
8 1 Matrices and their Applications 
9 8 Mathematical modelling of Infectious Diseases through SIR 

Model 
10 10 Lagrange’s Mean Value Theorem 

 



 



SYNOD COLLEGE 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

 
STUDENT’S SEMINAR 

1st October, 2021 

Online Mode 

First Session 

Chairperson:   Mrs. G.A Kharsyntiew  

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM 

PRESENTATION 

Sl. No. Roll No. Name Topic 
1. S1903111 Ms. BASONGLANG SOHLANG Logic Gates 
2. S1903112 Mr. BANSHANSKHEM SANGRIANG Electric Potential on an Axial Line 
3. S1903113 Mr. BANKYNTIEWLANG RANI Moment of Inertia 
4. S1903114 Mr. DONKUPARSON N SOHLANG Photoelectric Effect 
5. S1903116 Mr. TONYSTONE KHARBHIH Moment of Inertia 
6. S1903117 Mr. R. REASSURESON L NONGLAIT Electric Charge, Coulomb’s Law 
7. S1903118 Mr. BAKHRAWKUPAR L. LYNGKHOI Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity 
8. S1903120 Mr. BABITBANSHAN SYIEM Bernoulli’s Theorem 
9. S1903121 Mr. RYNGKATBORLANG DIENGDOH Electromagnetism 
10. S1903122 Ms. WANRISHISHA MARBANIANG Black Body Radiation 
11. S1903123 Ms. DARISUK NONGSIEJ Oscillator 
12. S1903124 Mr. ELJOHN NATHAN NONGSIEJ Electromagnetic Induction 
13. S1903125 Mr. DENNIS MARBANIANG Bernoulli’s Theorem 
14. S1903126 Ms. PANUWA KHONGSDAM Nuclear Reactor 

 

Second Session 

Chairperson:   Mr. M.D Wanswett  

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM 

PRESENTATION 

Sl. No. Roll No. Name Topic 
15. S1903127 Ms. JOYCEFUL KHARSOHNOH Force 
16. S1903129 Ms. NERISA MUKHIM Hubble’s Law 
17. S1903130 Ms. LAPHIRADASHISHA MARNGAR Gauss’s Law 
18. S1903131 Ms. PHIBANBET KURKALANG Faraday’s Law of Electromagnetic Induction  
19. S1903133 Mr. BESSTARSON MARWEIN Mutual Induction 
20. S1903134 Mr. ALVIN WANNIANG Transformer 
21. S1903135 Mr. DAVID LIAR SINGH NONGSIEJ Sound 
22. S1903137 Mr. AIBANJOP L MARSHILLONG Biot Savart’s Law 
23. S1903138 Mr. ALFRED JONES SYNREM Cyclotron 

 

             Vote of thanks:           Mr. G. S. Kharkongor     
          

         Mrs. G.A. Kharsyntiew 

         HoD 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



A Brief Report On
Outreach and Awareness Programme on Mathematics

Venue: Mairang Presbyterian English Secondary School, Mairang

Organised by
The Science Department, Synod college, Shillong under DBT- star college scheme

Sponsored by
The Department of Biotechnology Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of

India

Total No. of participants: 124 Date: 8th October 2021

The Science Departments under the DBT- Star College Scheme, organized a one-day

outreach and awareness programme on Mathematics cum science exhibition and science

experiments demonstration at Mairang Presbyterian School, Mairang. The programmes was

sponsored by the Department of Biotechnology Ministry of Science and Technology,

Government of India. Shri. D.L. Jyrwa, Assistant Professor Department of Mathematics,

Synod College delivered a presentation of the topic “Shapes, objects and numbers”. He

highlighted the importance of Mathematics and also the applications of subject. The

presentation was followed by a quiz on the topic delivered which was actively participated by

the school students.

Different Science departments from the college exhibited their models and also

demonstrated few scientific experiments to the participants. From the Department of Botany,

2 honours students and 2 faculties participated in the programme. The students from the

department displayed scientific models on the topic “Bioremediation” exhibited by Ms.

Dawanribiang Syiemlieh and “Solar energy” exhibited by Mr. Hasar Mebeth Langstang.

Simple science experiments viz., distribution of stomata on a dicot leaf and different types of

algae collected from water bodies were also demonstrated to the participants

The experiments and exhibits were beautifully explained and demonstrated to the

school students in a simple manner and the students along with the teachers from different

schools were seen to be interacting well and questioning the scientific concepts and theories

behind the different experiments. Being a rural school with lack of scientific instruments and

apparatus, the outreach and awareness programme was immensely benefitted by the students

and teachers of this school and other neighbouring schools. It has also created an interest in

science and also to gained an in-depth knowledge of science and its applications.
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Full video: https://youtu.be/bBRf0RrgzsA 

 

https://youtu.be/bBRf0RrgzsA
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A B
1 SYNOD COLLEGE SHILLONG

2
List of attendees for the Mentorship Programme by DBT Star College Scheme, under the ages of
the""Azadi ka Amrit' Mahotsav'', launch by the Honourable Minister of State (Independent
Charge) of the Ministry of Science and Technology & Earth Sciences on the 8th November 2021

3 Name Photograph

4 DELFI DONA DIENGDOH

5 HARBY MORE LYNGDOH

6 BOKAL SUTING

7 BANKERLANG RANI

8 IADARITY SYIEMSAD

9 WANLANG LAMIN

10 SARALIN KHYMDEIT

11 SOI KLEIN
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A B

12 WALLAMBOK WAHLANG

13 LASTERWELL KHARDEWSAW

14 JEFF BRANSON KATRAI

15 RYNGKATDORLANG L. NONGLAIT

16 BANSHAISTAR LYNGDOH NONGLAIT

17 Dr. W. Kharmawphlang, Associate Professor

18 BANTEILANG LYNGDOH

19 IAISHIMTI RYNTATHIANG

20 VERIFYING REGAL JYRWA
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A B

21 EMOONSHINE RONGHANG

22 DEIMAPHI SYIEM

23 SINCERITY NANGLEIN

24 DAIITLYNTI RYNTATHIANG

25 Stevenson Nonglong

26 Kumbathmu Rani

27 Shaliban Lyngdoh Mawlong

28 THRANGSHISHA LAMARE

29 BARISHA WARJRI
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A B

30 PHIDARISA LAMARE

31 NATHANIEL EMBHAHLANGKI PAKYNTEIN

32 NOBARIUS KHARSOHNOH

33 BAMESHANLANG RYNTATHIANG

34 BADONBOK NONGSIEJ

35 BAPHILAHUN SHABONG

36 DANIEWKOR MARBANIANG

37 KYNSHEWLANG NONGRUM

38 BHABOKPHANG ROYWAN
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A B

39 NAPHISABETH MARTHONG

40 RISHANROY MARBANIANG

41 NORA CAROLYNE L. MARBANIANG. (Associate professor)

42 L.R Dinthara Darnei

43 DATEINAM NONGKYNRIH

44 DAILYGRACE DIENGDOH

45 KITKUPAR KHARKONGOR

46 DENNIS MARBANIANG

47 INDARIBHA KHARSHANDI
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A B

48 RHEIDOLSTAR SWER

49 KATBATHMU RANI

50 TEDDY LUMLANG MARBOH

51 Fidellia Khongngai

52 CHARITY MALNGIANG

53 HASAR MEBETH LANGSTANG

54 PYNDAPBOKLANG LYNGDOH LYNGKHOI

55 BALAJIED KYNSAI THABAH

56 Richborn Thangkhiew
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A B

57 SYLVIA SANGMA

58 Shri. DICKSON G L KHONGWIR (Asst. Professor)

59 Saindur wanmi langstang

60 DAHUNSHISHA WAHLANG

61 SOBITANIA NONGRUM

62 LAJILIS MARWEIÑ

63 RIBOKLANG THONGNI

64 BAWANSHWA NK KHARUMLONG

65 BANTEI NONGSPUNG
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A B

66 IDARIAKOR MAWPHNIANIANG

67 BAIASHEMPHANG JANA

68 RAFELLA KHARNAIOR

69 Rangseibor Rani

70 MAKARUHDE JYRWA

71 BANRISHA LYNGDOH MARSHILONG

72 R REASSURESON L NONGLAIT

73 Johnson Mynsong

74 IBANRISHA PARIONG
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A B

75 JOHNSON MYNSONG

76 SEVENSTAR SHANGDIAR

77 DAIAINEHSKHEM L SANGRIANG

78 WIELDNESS SYIEMLIEH

79 BAPYNKMENSHISHA WANNIANG

80 Lorenc

81 SHEMBOR IAWPHNIAW

82 DAMELAMBOR NONGSIEJ

83 ᴀᴘᴘʜɪʀᴀʟᴀɴɢ sʏɪᴇᴍɪᴏɴɢ
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A B

84 RITILANG NONGBRI

85 MANSHWA IAWROD

86 MANBORLANG KHARMAW

87 C BEIBAOTHA

88 ARYANTIS SYIEMIONG

89 GWYNETH AMECIA KHARSYNTIEW

90 LAKIEWSHA SHABONG

91 Ibanshimti Lyngdoh

92 MANBHALANG WANNIANG
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A B

93 EVANRIKOR NONGSIEJ

94 LARISHISHA NONGBET

95 CAREENTHIA NONGBSAP

96 WANRISHISHA MARBANIANG

97 LAPYNSHAI LYNGKHOI

98 HANDLESHON MARBOH

99 DERISHA RYNTATHIANG

100 AIRISHUNLANG KHARSAHNOH

101 DIANGHUNSHISHA S LANGTE
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A B

102 NIAWKI PALE

103 IASUKLANG THABAH

104 ELBISSON SNAITANG

105 PYNSUKLIN WAHLANG

106 PYNSKHEMLANG SHYLLA

107 KYRPANGBOR NONGREM

108 RIBAHUN KHARLYNGDOH

109 PHERMI LANGSHIANG

110 EASTER KHONGLAM
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A B

111 LAPYNSUK LYNGDOH

112 IBANPYNTNGEN KURBAH

113 Anisha Disiar

114 SAMANLANGKI PHAWA

115 ARIO KHARMAWLONG

116 SINIWAN BAREH

117 WINAKI P SOHTUN

118 DEISICA SNAITANG

119 DEMOVALIENCY NONGKYNRIH
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A B

120 PEACEFULLY KYNDIAH

121 LAKIT BANJOP HOOJON

122 Rangseibor Rani, Guest lecturer , Chemistry department

123 READERTHOMPSON LYNGDOH

124 SIROLIN KHONGSHUN

125 NEWSTARLAND KHARBANI

126 NEWSTARLAND KHARBANI (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, CHEMISTRY)

127 SANKITHEI SUNGOH

128 CHRISTINA J.N. SUTING
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A B

129 EBANDARY LYNGDOH

130 KULARSKHEM SHANGDIAR

131 IBAMIHPLI K KURBAH

132 PROOLDA KHYLLAIT

133 IBARISHA PUWEIN

134 MARBAH KHRAWKUPAR NONGKHLAW

135 GLORYMIN LYMBA

136 Lakyntiew Massar ( Designation:Lab Technician Department: Chemistry)

137 MELARIHUN JEENGAPHS
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A B

138 PHILAPYNKMEN L. KATRAI

139 LABIANGHI RANI

140 BALAHUN KHARMUSULMAN

141 Hardy Jones Nongbet

142 DAKERLANG WANRIEH

143 MEAIIBAPALEI KHONGNGAIN

144 Dr. HARIBASHAI SWER

145 LAWANHUNSHISHA DKHAR

146 VERITY JUNGAI
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A B

147 PRAYERFUL BUAM

148 DONKIN MAKHROH

149 AILANG KHONGSIT

150 BADAPBIANG MARBANIANG

151 BALAJIEDSHISHA SHYLLA

152 SUNSHINE KHONGTIM

153 MICHAEL D WANSWETT

154 IMONMI SUCHIANG

155 Rudyson Wankhar
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A B

156 VINCENT NONGBET

157 PHYRNAILANG LYNGDOH

158 CLEVERBORNSON KHONGRIAH

159 SWEET SUZIE MAKHROH

160 AGREEDA LAPASAM Assistant professor

161 DARIAKOR THABAH

162 JONIKA MAWRIE

163 ANJELIS MUJAI

164 JONIKA MAWRIE
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A B

165 JANGTINKHUP HAOKIP

166 ROLAND LALOO

167 KANBOI KHONGJOH

168 DONALIZA IBANRI KHARHUJON

169 RISHAH SUCHEN

170 DEBRANDER WAHLANG

171 ROFILI MUJAI

172 Necy Dkhar

173 PYNDAPMAIN MARNGAR
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A B

174 Dr. PYNBEITSYON NONGKLING

175 BANDAJIEDKYRPANG THYRNIANG

176 DEITIBAKORDOR KHONGSDAM

177 CARIE QUEEN RYMBAI

178 SA I NAM LAMIN MARIA

179 DEITI M WARJRI

180 Naphilashimtijanai Myrthong

181 Damemanbha Biam

182 DATEINAM NONGKYNRIH
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A B

183 KITDOR RIANGSHIANG

184 MEBANAIBOR D MYRTHONG

185 SKOLIN NONGKHLAW

186 ANDERSON WANNIANG

187 JOSTERFIELD SYIEMIONG

188 JACQUELINE STEN

189 SHEMPHANG MAWLONG

190 FOURTHBORNSON LYNGDOH

191 WANPYNSHNGAIN SOHSHANG
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A B

192 SHEMPHANG NONGSHLI

193 MERRYFULL PARIONG

194 THRANGBOR SYIEMLIEH

195 NISHALINDA JAPANG

196 BAKHRAWKUPAR L LYNGKHOI

197 CALMLIESTAR DOHTDONG

198 EKILAD MANAR

199 RICHMOND NONGSIEJ

200 KALBINSTAR SYIEM
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A B

201 AILYNTI KHARNAIOR

202 DELGRACIA NONGKHLAW

203 Badonboklang Syierlait

204 MINISHA MARNGAR

205 RIBOILIN L PEIÑLANG

206 VERIFYING REGAL JYRWA

207 CIVACREACY SOHSHANGRIT

208 BAPYNKMENSHISHA WANNIANG

209 Wellbornstar Nonglang
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A B

210 IBAHUNLANG KURBAH

211 C BEIBAOTHA

212 BALAIAMON KHARLYNGDOH

213 IBASHISHA KURBAH

214 NECY DKHAR.

215 DAMEWANLANG RIMAI

216 HOPINGSTONE KHYMDEIT

217 CANDYDORA SOHKHLET

218 KHEINKORDOR MARWEIN
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A B

219 BLARIMESHA KHONGLAM

220 ILARIHUN RONSANG

221 CLEVERSTAR MYLLIEMUMLONG

222 ILARIHUN RONSANG

223 IBATHIANGMON KHARSAHNOH

224 JOSTERFIELD SYIEMIONG

225 FAITHFUL L. NONGLAIT

226 RIKYNTISHISHA NONGRANG

227 JOSTERFIELD SYIEMIONG
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A B

228 LIZALIN MAWLEIN

229 PYNTNGENHUN PATHAW

230 REENA THONGRAM

231 DAHUNRISHA NONGSIEJ

232 IVASHISHA KHARBANGAR

233 Sharelywell Wahlang

234 Shaliban Lyngdoh Mawlong

235 ELMIRINE KORDOR JOSEPHINE LYNGSHING

236 BANJOP LYNGDOH
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A B

237 SHONKUPAR KHARBHIH

238 BANJOP LYNGDOH

239 BALAJIED RYNTATHIANG

240 BANJOP LYNGDOH

241 WALLAMLAD SARUBAI

242 STEFFINIE CARRIE NONGRUM

243 MAITSHAPHRANG SHANGRIT

244 BESSTARSON MARWEIN

245 STEFFINIE CARRIE NONGRUM
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A B

246 DEINIPAYA ALVIRA LYNSHING

247 A RIIAKA KHARTHANGMAW

248 CONFIDENT MANIH

249 IBANSUK LYNGDOH

250 THRANGHOK IMIONG

251 DAWNIMAN ROY PAKYNTEIN

252 SHANSKHEM REKON LYNGDOH

253 PHIBAKORSHISHA A MAWLONG

254 BARISHA WARJRI
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A B

255 DAWNIMAN ROY PAKYNTEIN

256 Badonbor kharbuki

257 KYRSOIJINGTIP RYNTATHIANG

258 IBADAMUTSHISHA KURBAH

259 Dr. ASORPHI JANAI IANGRAI

260 HIGHLYWELL KHONGTHAW

261 SKOLIN NONGKHLAW

262 ANTICIA DIENGDOH

263 IBAPHYLLA SHISHA KHARNAIOR
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A B

264 DAVINA SYIEMLIEH

265 ROBRRTSON RANI

266 SHIMTILIN SHADAP

267 MARJULIA LYNGDOH MARSHILLONG

268 FULLNESSCY PARIONG

269 LADAPHYRNAILIN R.JYRWA

270 NOBLESON SYIEMIONG

271 OBADiA LALTHIANGHLIMA

272 KITBOKLANG KHARDEWSAW
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A B

273 BADAIAHUNSHISHA BINAN

274 TOLONGSKHEM SNAITANG

275 DAMELAPYNSAN KHARSHANDI

276 MARDOR MARWEIÑ

277 RILINIA NONGRUM

278 STEPHANSON SYNGKLI

279 Hamebanneh Shangpliang

280 PYNSKHEMLANG MAKHROH

281 P STEPHEN ZOU
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A B

282 CALINDA JYRWA

283 DR. D. MARNGAR

284 BASHEMPHANG MARBANIANG

285 BAPDIANGHUN KHONGWAR

286 KATBATHMU RANI

287 SERENA CHYRNGAP

288 MISHORDARIS PARIONG

289 DECERAKHE SHANGDIAR

290 DECERAKHE SHANGDIAR
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A B

291 ELBINES MARWEIN

292 BANKYNTIEWDOR L PDAHKASIEJ

293 ANDREW DEBBARMA

294 LAJILIS MARWEIÑ

295 RAKHI LYMBA

296 KHLAIÑKUPAR LYNGKHIO

297 IBAMIHPLI K KURBAH

298 IDADONBOK THABAH

299 DARIBHA MARWEIN
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A B

300 BADONDOR S DOLLOI

301 LAIABIANG NONGSIEJ

302 PYNSHAIBORLANG SAD

303 PRAISETIFUL NONGBRI

304 KERDALIN SAHKHAR

305 PYNSKHEMLANG SHYLLA

306 Ibansara Diengdoh

307 ALVIN WANNIANG

308 IBANYLLA DOHTDONG
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A B

309 REJUBINETH SHADAP

310 SUMARSUK LYNGDOH

311 FRANKIE SHYMPLIANG

312 DECERAKHE SHANGDIAR

313 BONYROY LYNGDOH MAWLONG

314 DAYOPHIKA DISIAR

315 DARISUK NONGSIEJ

316 BRAINERD PRINCE THONGNI

317 HEINICHWA GASSAH
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A B

318 KITDOR RIANGSHIANG

319 DONALIZA IBANRI KHARHUJON

320 MARBAH KHRAWKUPAR NONGKHLAW

321 NIDABIANG DHAR

322 MARSANKI GASSAH

323 YUNESIUS SOHSHANG

324 FAITHFUL L. NONGLAIT

325 JACQUELINE STEN

326 HAPPILY MYLLIEM UMLONG
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A B

327 DERISHA RYNTATHIANG

328 JE

329 DELFI DONA DIENGDOH

330 RYNGKATDORLANG L. NONGLAIT

331 NERISA MUKHIM

332 BASONGLANG SOHLANG

333 NANGKERLANG RANI

334 IAHUNLANG KHARUMNUID

335 Banrikyrpang Tympuiñ
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A B

336 JOYCEFUL KHARSOHNOH

337 Dahun Grace Kharbani

338 MAGRITA KHARKYLLA

339 DARIHUN KSHIAR

340 JULIANA SOHKHWAI

341 SANKITHEI SUNGOH

342 FIRSTSON DKHAR

343 INALIVI K YEPTHO

344 JENNIFER PAPANG
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A B

345 DARIHUN SHANGPLIANG

346 BAPHILARI KHYRIEM

347 FERDINAND IAWPHNIAW

348 Shanbor Lyngkhoi

349 MEBANPYNHUN LYNGDOH

350 THRANGHOK IMIONG

351 DEITIBAKORDOR KHONGSDAM

352 BRAINERD PRINCE THONGNI

353 ANISHA DISIAR
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A B

354 BALARILANG LYNGDOH

355 BHABOKLANG WANNIANG

356 JELINDA NONGPHLANG

357 TRIPHILDA KHONGSHUN

358 FIRSTBORNSON NONGLANG

359 PANUWA KHONGSDAM

360 WANLANG LAMIN

361 JOSEPHINE KHRIAM

362 ROSEMELINDA KHONGTHAW
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A B

363 SAIBORLANG DKHAR

364 ANTICIA DIENGDOH

365 KYNTIEWLIDOR MARBANIANG

366 IBAKORDORLIN WAHLANG

367 VERIFYING REGAL JYRWA

368 PHIBANBET KURKALANG

369 MARIABIANG LYNGDOH

370 ARKIDONALD SYNGKLI

371 MELVAREEN WAR
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A B

372 MEBADASHISHA KURBAH

373 TEISKHEMLANG KHARWAR

374 Gracetiful Bortiew

375 GIDEON STONE KHARKONGOR

376 LAPHIRADASHISHA MARNGAR

377 IBANPYNSUKLANG MAWLONG

378 KANBOI KHONGJOH

379 MELARIHUN JEENGAPHS

380 DAFFINY SHABONG
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A B

381 Donkuparson N Sohlang

382 MEDAPJINGKMEN KHONGMALAI

383 SANDARY DKHAR

384 DAPHISHISHA KHARKONGOR

385 LARISHA NONGLANG

386 BANSHANSKHEM SANGRIANG

387 IBAPYNTNGEN SHYRKON

388 IAITNGENLANG NONGBRI

389 Dr Gayreen Lyngdoh, Associate Professor, Synod College
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A B

390 Dr Gayreen Lyngdoh, Associate Professor, Synod College

391 ANISHA WAR

392 Pyntngenborlang Mawlong

393 Dr. RICHARD M. LYNGDOH

394 HARBY MORE LYNGDOH

395 BANKYRSHAN SAWIAN

396 MEWANAIBOKLANG KHARNAIOR

397 RIIAKI MARBANIANG

398 ROSEMILLIAN POHTAM
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A B

399 JDAME LA AIBIANG LYNGDOH NONGBRI

400 WELLBEDONE S SYNREM

401 ONFIRST JUNE SHANGPLIANG

402 KATBATHMU RANI

403 DAWANRIBIANG SYIEMLIEH

404 MATTISBUNSHISHA KHARSHANDI

405 JOLLY K DEWSAW

406 JOSEPHINE LYNGDOH

407 PRETTYSIS MYRTHONG
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A B

408 WELLSTANDFREE K. BANI

409 IBANPYNSULANG MAWLONG

410 FIDELLIA KHONGNGAI

411 BALADAPSHISHA KHARMAWLONG

412 NICELY MARBANIANG

413 DONKUPAR WANNIANG

414 Aibanjop L Marshillong

415 DR. YARIELYN SAIO

416 DALAPHISHA KHARKONGOR



 





 



Report on the Science Quiz Competition 2022 
The Department of Plhysics organized a Science Quiz for the Physics Honours students of the 

even Semester (|, IV and VIh Semesters) on the 11th March, 2022 in the Conference Hall of the 

College. 

The Quiz Competition was started at 9:30 AM where the Honours students of IVh semester and 
VI semester registered themselves along with four participants from each semester i.e. Id, IVh and VIh 
semester. Thus there were altogether 12 participants, two of them in each group and hence there were 6 
groups two from each semester competing in the Quiz Competition. The total number of students 
attending the Quiz Competition was 33 students, 12 participants (6F and 6M). 

The ld semester Physics Honours students could not be present as they were having on-line class 
and hence their classes could not be interrupted and only those who participated in the Quiz were present

whereas the IVh semester students were having Physics off-line class and hence arrangements could be 
made for the classes. All B.Sc. VIth semester students attended the Quiz Competition. All the teachers of 
the Department were present and Dr. G. Lyngdoh. 1QAC Co-ordinator was also present for the 

programme. 

The programme was chaired by Shri M. D. Wanswett, Assistant Professor of the department who 

welcomed all the participants and the students. Smt. G. A. Kharsyntiew gave a short speech highlighting
the initiative taken by the department to encourage students to participate and engage themselves in the 

learning process through programmes such as these. She also spoke about the objective of having 
programmes such as these in the department, this would encourage students to come forward, to increase 

their knowledge and awareness of science and its application in our daily lives. It gives them exposure to 
the spirit of competition and also enhances their interest in learning and acquiring knowledge that is not 
only restricted to physics alone but also to other branches of science. 

The Quiz Master for the Science Quiz Competition was Smt. G. A. Kharsyntiew who had to take 
up this role as Shri G. S. Kharkongor had to be out of station due to some medical emergencies at home. 
The Quiz was divided into four rounds. Round I to Round 3 had two sections, section A and section B. 
Section A was a direct question round with passing option whereas Section B was based on MCO's and 
was a non-passing round. Round 1 had as its theme Physical Sciences, Round 2 was based on Science and 
Environment, Round 3 was based on Application Based Science and Round 4 was a visual round on 
scientific personalities and important scientific sites and installations. 

The Quiz greatly attracted the interest of the students both participants and the audience. 

The final result of the Quiz Competition saw a clear winner is the B. Sc. VIh semester ladies team 
of Phibanbet Kurkalang and Laphiradashisha Marngar. The second spot had a tie between the VIh 
semester Boys team and the Ilnd semester Boys teanm. A tie question had to be asked to both these teams 
and B. Sc. VIth semester Boys team of Dennis Marbaniang and Babitbanshan Syiem emerging as the 
winners to take the 2ud spot while Pyndapmain Marngar and Manborlang Kharmaw of B. Sc. I1d got the 

3d prize. 

Dr. G. Lyngdoh, 1QAC Co-ordinator gave away the prizes to the winners of the Competition. 

The vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. W. K. Bani who thanked the co-ordinator 1QAC, Dr. G. 
Lyngdoh for her presence and for her encouragement to the departnment and the students. He also thanked 
the students for their participation and for attending the programme. Special word of thanks and 
appreciation was also made to the Principal and Vice Principal for allowing the department to use the 
Conference Hall. Finally he thanked all the colleagues of the Department and the HOD for their effort 
taken to conduct the programme. 

G. A Kharsyntiew
HOD, Physics 
Synod College 



SYNOD COLLEGE, SHILLONG 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 
SCIENCE QUIZ 2022 

The following students participated in the science quiz Competition organised by the department. 

SL. NO. SEMESTER NAME 

Ms. LAKIEWSHASHABONG 
Ms. IDARIAKOR MAWPHNIANG
Mr. PYNDAPMAIN MARNGAR 

Mr. MANBORLANG KHARMAW 3 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ms. IBAPYNTNGEN SHIRKON 

Ms. TRIPHILDA KHONGSHUN 
Mr. RICHBORN THANGKHIEW 
Mr. FIRSTSON DKHAR 

. 

IV 

Ms. LAPIRASHISHA MARNGAR 
Ms. PHIBANBET KURKALANG 

9. 

10. 
VI 11. Mr. DENIS MARBANIANG 

12. Mr. BABITBANSHAN SYIEM ) 

GAKharsyhtiew 
HoD 



NOTICE 

Department of Physics will organise a Departmental Science Quiz The 

Campetition on the 10 of March, 2022 at 10am in the Conference hall of the 

college. 

All the B.Sc Physics Honours 4 semester students and all Physics Honours 6 
semester students are to attend the above programme.

Registration of students will be done at 9:30am. 

It is compulsory for all students to attend the programme. 

G.A Kharsyntiew 

HOD 



SYNOD COLLEGE 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

SCIENCE QUIZ COMPETITION- 2022 

Date: 10 " March, 2022 

Venue: Conference Hall. 

PROGRAMME: 

9:30 am: Registration 

Chairman: Shri. M. D. Wanswett. 

10.00 am: Short Speech Smt. G. A. Kharsyntiew, HoD 

10.10 am: Quiz competition. 

11.20 am: Presentation of prizes and certificates to the winners - Dr. J. 

Lyngdoh, 1QAC Co-ordinator 

11.30 am: Vote of Thanks - Dr. W.K. Bani. 



 



A Report on

World Water Day Celebration

At Cherra Presbyterian Secondary School Sohra

Theme: "Ground Water Making The Invisible Visible"

Organized by the Science department Synod CollegeShillong

undenhe DBT-Star college Scheme

Date : 22nd March 2022

Time: 10.00 AM - 4.00 PM

World water Day 2022 was celebrate at Cherra Presbyterian Secondary School Sohra on the 22nd

2022, the Science Departments of Synod College, Shillong under the DBT-Star College Scheme

have organized some special activities to commemorate this day. This celebration was held at the School

campus. The total number of participants registered and participated in this prograrnme was 304. The

celebration uus started by the inauguration programme followed by activities such as Science Exhibition,

Model Exhibition, Painting and Extempore Speechin which the students of six different

schoolsparticipated.

Inagurationprogramme: inauguration programme was chaired by the Head of the Department

Zoology, Synod College Dr. D. Marngar, thereafter Smt. V.M.D Wanbah Principal of Cherra

Presbyterian Secondary School delivered a welcome address for the faculties of Synod College, teachers

and students from different school and everyone who joined the celebration. On her speech she expressed

her pleasure to host the celebration at Cherra Presbyterian Secondary School which happens to bethe year

that the school itself celebrated the 175 years of journey. 'lhs prograrnmed was elucidated by the speech

from Dr.W. Kharmawphlang Coordinator of DBT-Star College Scheme Synod College. On her speech

she highlighted the importance of water in our life and history behind commencement of World Water
Day celebration-She presented some thought-provoking on water crisis in our State as saell as in the
world,practical tips to save water in routine life, the important of ground water as primary sources of

freshwater catering to the domestic and agro needs of our country and ground water depletion. She
alsoemphasized that it is extremely important to preserve and conserve the ground water andthat is by
preserving our environment and ecosystem. She gave a call that each one of us must do our bit to sustain

the environment and ecosystem in order to preserve the water resources and reach the goal by 2030.
Furthermore, she elucidated the project of Synod College on preservation and rejuvenation of spring
water in WahktiehNongrim and MaraikaphonSohra. She wishes all the participants who are taking part in



various competitions and there after she inaugurated theprogramme. The inauguration programme was

closed with a vote of thanks from Shri. M.D. Wanswett, gratifying the Principal and Vice-Principal of

Synod College, Principal of Cherra Presbyterian Secondary School, the chairman of the programme, the

Organizing Committee, Dr W. Kharmawphlang for delivering her address and for sharing her brief

insight on the theme, teachers and students of various schools,the DBT-Star College Scheme Department

of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India for sponsoring the event

and for everyone who associated in the celebration.

On this occasion, several activities were organizedincluding model exhibition competition, painting

competition, and extempore speech related to this special day.Students of class 5th to 1 I th from different

schoolshave actively participated in the competition. The number of studentwho is participating in

different activities is as follows: 1 1 in model exhibition competition, 11 in painting competition, and 7 in

extempore speech competition. In addition, 21 students from the Botany, Chemistry, Physics, and

Zoology Department, Synod College performed the Science Exhibition.

The celebration was closed with a valedictory programme. The programme was chaired by Head of the

Department Physics, Synod College,Mrs. G. Kharsyntiew. Vice Principal of Synod College Dr. M. Rani

delivered a valedictory address and explained in brief that water is a precious source imperative for our

survivals andhe also mentioned the techniqueshow to preserve and conserve water in order to ensure

availability of water for our future generation. The Vice Principal of Synod college and Principal of

Cherra Presbyterian Secondary Schoolthen handed over and awarded trophiesand distributed the

certificate to the winners and to all the participants in different competitions. Finally, Shri. N. Kharbani

proposed the vote of thanks, he thanked the Principal and Vice-Principal of synod College, Principal of

Cherra Presbyterian Secondary School, the chairperson of the programme, teachers and students of

various schools, he also expressed his gratitude to the DBT-Star College Scheme Department of

Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India and to all presents in the

programme of which has made the programme a grand success.



Celebration of" World Water Day -2022, on theTheme : "Ground Water:
Making Thelnvisible March2022





 



Report on the Science Exhibition — 2022

The Students of the Department of Chemistry participated in the Science

exhibition conducted by the PHE Department, Government of Meghalaya and

Sankardev College, Shillong to celebrate the World Water Day — 2022 on the

Theme : " Ground Water- Making the Invisible Visible". Ms Proolda

Khyllait,Mr.Damemanbha Biam and Mr.Vincent Nongbet participated in
the Science Exhibition on celebration of World water Day-2022,on theTheme
: " Act now Before the Earth Runs Dry", organized by The Office of the Chief
Engineer PHE, Govt, of Meghalaya on the 22nd March 2022. Some of the

students also participated in the Inter-College Science Exhibition cum

Presentation Competition on the Theme: "Solution for Sustainability, Road
map towards at Sankardev College on 26th March2022.
These students are MsPhidarisa Lamare, MsMishordaris Pariong and

MsSamanlangki Phawa of the Department participated in the above competition

and won the 2nd Runner's up Trophy. While Ms. Idadonbok Thabah & Ms

Merryful Pariong participated in the Power point presentation and Ms

Idadonbok Thabah won the Runner's Up Trophy.

The students of B. Sc V semester Daily Grace Diengdoh and Samanlangki

Phawa also participated in the Science exhibition on the Awareness and

Community Development Programme held on the : October ,2021, at Mairang

Presbyterian English School ,Mairang.



Chenustry
Shilbng



 



REPORT OF THE AWARENESS PROGRAMME ON THE  

HARMFUL EFFECTS OF TOBACCO  

ORGANIZED BY  

THE EXTENSION PROGRAMME CELL, SYNOD COLLEGE 
PART-A 

General Description 

1. Title of the Programme – Awareness Programme on “The Harmful Effects of Tobacco) 

2. Date – (From – To) [DD-MM-YY] -  From 25-03-22 to 25-03-22 

3. Venue – Auditorium, Synod College, Shillong 

4. Organizer – The Extension Programme Cell, Synod College, Shillong 

5. Collaborator (s)/Co-organizer(s) – None 

4. Mode – Offline 

 a. Platform (in case of Online mode) - NA 

5. Duration of the Whole Programme (in hours/mins) – 5 hours 

6. Number of Resource Person(s) (if applicable) -  

 a. Details of Resource Person(s) and sessions 

Sl. 
No
. 

Session Time 
/Duration 

Name Designation/Depart
ment/Institute/Cen
tre 

Title of the talk/Presentation 

1 Inaugural 
and Session 
I 

10:00am-
11:15 am/ 
1 hour and 
15 mins 

Dr. Lana E. 
Lyngdoh Nongbri 

State Nodal 
Officer, National 
Tobacco Control 
Programme 

 Same as the programme title 

2 II 11:15am-
12:00 
noon/ 
45 mins 

Dr. Lana E. 
Lyngdoh Nongbri 

State Nodal 
Officer, National 
Tobacco Control 
Programme 

Same as the programme title 

3 III 12:45-pm 
1:30pm/ 
45 mins 

Dr. Lana E. 
Lyngdoh Nongbri 

State Nodal 
Officer, National 
Tobacco Control 
Programme 

Same as the programme title 

4 Session IV 
and 
Valedictory 

1:30pm -
3:00pm 
1 hour and 
30 mins 

Dr. Lana E. 
Lyngdoh Nongbri 

State Nodal 
Officer, National 
Tobacco Control 
Programme 

Same as the programme title 

 

7. Total No. of Participants - 615 

 a. No. of Male Participants - 

  i) No of Male Participants from the College (Faculty) - 12 

  ii) No. of Male Participants from the College (Students) - 233 

  iii) No. of Male Participants from outside the College – 1 



 b. No. of Female Participants 

  i) No. of Female Participants from the College (Faculty)- 21 

  ii) No. of Female Participants from the College (Students) - 345 

  iii) No. of Female Participants from outside the College – 3 

 

  



Part-B 

1. Summary of the Programme 

 The awareness programme on “The Harmful effects of Tobacco” was organized by the Extension 

Programme Cell, Synod College on the 25th March, 2022. The programme started with the inaugural session with 

Dr. W. Kharmawphlang as the chairperson who gave an introduction of the programme and welcomed the 

resource person Dr. Lana E. Lyngdoh Nongbri and her fellow colleagues and then the Vice Principal of the 

college Dr. M. Rani proceeded to give the inaugural address.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

She showed the statistics of how the state is always at or near the top of the table when it comes to 

consumption of tobacco in different age levels and across the two main genders. She also presented data of how 

the same is observed when deaths and diseases caused by tobacco are taken into account. That is why, she told 

of how the NTCP (National Tobacco Control Programme) in Meghalaya is issuing directions to educational 

institutions to spread such awareness on tobacco. After all, judging by the fact that the tobacco industries are 

targeting new and young consumers, the NTCP felt that their programmes must also target the younger 

generation. To this, she expressed her pleasure that Synod College, Shillong is the first college in Meghalaya to 

have invited them to create such awareness.  But she added that; such a programme is just a glimpse of the 

efforts of the NTCP and that rigorous and follow up actions will surely happen. In addition to the harmful 

effects of the direct consumption of tobacco, the resource person also made aware of the dangerous effects of 

second smoke and also of other materials like ENDS (Electronic Nicotine Delivery System). She also made the 

participants aware of the punishments and the laws under COTPA (Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products 

Act). At the end of her speech, in each of the sessions, the participants took a pledge to never use tobacco or 

spread the use of tobacco.  

 

 

 

    
Participants taking the pledge 

The programme was arranged into four sessions on the request of the 

resource person Dr. Lana E. Lyngdoh Nongbri because she is interested in 

maximizing the impact of the programme. The sessions were participated by the 

students as well as faculty of the college. Altogether, there were a total of 615 

participants. 

In all of the four sessions, the resource person talked along the same lines as 

the title of the programme suggests. She used not only her skills in orating but she 

also was able to capture the attention of the participants through her use of videos 

and visuals and by sharing her experiences as a doctor which did tell the full story of 

how tobacco is a menace to the overall health of the country and in particular the 

state of Meghalaya.     Dr. Lana E. L. Nongbri 

The programme ended with a valedictory address delivered 

by the Vice Principal, Dr. M. Rani who emphasized that the 

dangerous effects of tobacco can only be prevented as there is yet a 

final cure for cancer and stressed yet again to the participants to be 

goodwill ambassadors by not consuming tobacco. Dr. A.W. Rani 

then closed the programme with a vote of thanks 

The Vice Principal, Dr. M. Rani 

In his address, the Vice Principal welcomed the idea of 

having such a programme to sensitize the students about tobacco and 

its harmful effects and that such efforts from the office of the 

National Tobacco Control Programme are in line with what the 

college expect of the students. To add to this, he assured that the 

College will do its best just like it always had to ensure that it is a 

tobacco free institution. 



2. Additional Information – The office of the NTCP, through the resource person, also handed out a 

printed copy of the Guidelines for Tobacco Free Educational Institutions along with some posters which would 

aid in the control of tobacco consumption. Pamphlets on the dangers of smoking were also handed to the 

participants. 

 

.



Part C - Proofs 

Sl. 
No
. 

Item Link 

1 Google Drive Link to Brochure, banner, 
Programme Arrangement etc. 

Banner – 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YCACcxtk8lnqVGi52Cd
m8UBG7e-AfijI/view?usp=sharing 
 
Programme Schedule 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U_WWcBlHnJxI_uNj8
MmgyM1CRZFDtv0T/view?usp=sharing 
 

2 Google Drive Link to List of 
Participants/attendees 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pohopikVTlcgN7tV0iH
KVjOSLumq4hKe/view?usp=sharing 
 

3 Google Drive Link to Geotag Photos of the 
whole Programme 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rflemfK23yELV2
yLAMVYlYQpXj7OzrPS?usp=sharing 
 

4 Video link of the Programme https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rflemfK23yELV2
yLAMVYlYQpXj7OzrPS?usp=sharing 
 

5 Handouts to the College and participants Guidelines – 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pcZpoU2qYXBvrhwSo
Womb4R5nEHahvX_/view?usp=sharing 
Posters and pamphlets - 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bAlhf4LZOtnQQrHQY
Xo6C-rL9Eh494a5/view?usp=sharing 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YCACcxtk8lnqVGi52Cdm8UBG7e-AfijI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YCACcxtk8lnqVGi52Cdm8UBG7e-AfijI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U_WWcBlHnJxI_uNj8MmgyM1CRZFDtv0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U_WWcBlHnJxI_uNj8MmgyM1CRZFDtv0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pohopikVTlcgN7tV0iHKVjOSLumq4hKe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pohopikVTlcgN7tV0iHKVjOSLumq4hKe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rflemfK23yELV2yLAMVYlYQpXj7OzrPS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rflemfK23yELV2yLAMVYlYQpXj7OzrPS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rflemfK23yELV2yLAMVYlYQpXj7OzrPS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rflemfK23yELV2yLAMVYlYQpXj7OzrPS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pcZpoU2qYXBvrhwSoWomb4R5nEHahvX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pcZpoU2qYXBvrhwSoWomb4R5nEHahvX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bAlhf4LZOtnQQrHQYXo6C-rL9Eh494a5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bAlhf4LZOtnQQrHQYXo6C-rL9Eh494a5/view?usp=sharing


 





 



A Brief Report of the 

 “Two days workshop on Basic Electronics and Instrumentation – 2022” 

organized by  

Physics Department, Sankardev College, Shillong 

 
Compiled by Mr. R Reassureson L Nonglait 

                  B. Sc 6th semester 

                  Roll No - S1903117 

 

 

                  The attended workshop on the theme mentioned above took place on the 1
st
 & 2

nd
 of 

April 2022 in the conference room department of physics Sankardev college. The resource persons in 

this two-day workshop were Mr. Arup Bora from IIT Guwahati and Mr. Deepjyoti Mahanta from 

Assam Don Bosco University, Sonapur, Assam. 

 

Day - 1 

            

             On the first day of the workshop there were three sessions, the Inaugural Session, session 

1 and session 2.  

 

Inaugural Session 

In the morning, the inaugural session started at 10:00 am – 11:00 am and it was chaired by Dr. Ms. 

A. Badwar. Welcome address by Prof. J. Choudhury, speech from the HoD physics prof. P. 

Syiemlieh, speech from the Principal Dr. Mrs. E. F. P. Lyngdoh, and a vote of thanks from Prof. R. 

Tallang. After the inaugural program, we had a photo session and a light refreshment from 11:00 

am -to 11:30 am. 

 

Session - 1 

Session – 1 started at 11:30 – 01:00 pm. In this session, the resource person Mr. Arup Bora gave a 

brief detailed explanation of the theoretical concept of basic components all about passive and 

active components, all about AC and DC, various types of capacitors, color code of resistors, types 

of transistors, Light-dependent resistor (LDR),  other semiconductor components such as a diode, 

LED, integrated circuits or ICs, etc. 

              After session – 1, at 1:00 pm we had lunch up to 1:30 pm. 

 

Session – 2 

This session started at 1:30 pm and ends at 3:30 pm. This is a practical session where we were told 

to measure the resistance of a resistor theoretically by color coding and practically by using a 

multimeter provided to us.  We were also given a LED and found the terminals by using a 

multimeter. Two types of capacitors were also supplied to us the ceramic one and the cylindrical 

one. We were able to find the capacitance by looking at the capacitor body.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day – 2 

 

The second day of the workshop has three sessions, session 3, session 4 and session 5.  

 

 

Session – 3 

In the morning, the session 3 started at 10:00 am – 11:00 am and the workshop was held at the 

Physics lab. In this session, we learned about different types of Integrated circuits (ICs) and 

performed experimentally the logic gates using those ICs. The resource persons had given a 

detailed description of ICs, the SIP and DIP ICs. At around 11:00 we had tea up to 11:30. 

 

Session - 4 

Session – 4 started at 11:30 – 01:00 pm. In this session, we continue with logic gates making a 

NOT gate circuit using 74LS04 ICs. In this session, we learned about the different ttypes of ICs 

Logic gates together with the symbols and meaning of truth tables of various Logics gates. 

              After 1:00 pm we had lunch up to 1:30 pm. And the Sankardev College had prepared a 

delicious lunch for all the participants in the workshop. 

 

Session – 5 

This session started at 1:30 pm and ends at 3:30 pm. In this session, we were introduced to a 555 

Timer using IC 555. We had learned all about the theory of this IC – the pin configuration, the 

function of the pins, the internal circuit, the block diagram, and its application. Using this IC 555, 

we were also able to make an Astable multivibrator only by reading the circuit diagram given to 

us. We were also calculated the TL and TH of the Astable know all the values given components 

including the capacitor and resistor.  

                Lastly, we were also introduced to the Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO) and its 

function. 

 

Valedictory Function  

After session – 5, at around 3:30 the Valedictory function was chaired by Prof. P. Syiemlieh. There 

was also a feedback speech from each student of each college where I did the feedback speech 

from our College and lastly the distribution of certificates to all participants attending the two 

days workshop. 

 

Conclusion 

                It was a great experience for me and hope my friend too for attending this workshop. 

It helped us exposed to more than what we had learned in a class a bunch of theories dealing with 

electronics. It had been beneficial to our study and practical knowledge. 
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A REPORT ON

CELEBRATION OF EARTHDAY-2022

THEME: 'INVEST IN OUR PLANET'

POSTER PRESENTATION

Organised by

The Chemistry Department under the DBT- Star College Scheme, Synod College, Shillong,
Sponsored by

The Department of Biotechnologv, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India

Date: 22ndApril 2022 Venue: Hall 301 synod College

The Chemistry Department had organized a poster presentation for the B. Sc I, Ill and V

Semester students to celebrate the Earth Day -2022 on the Theme : " Invest in Our Planet" on the

22nd April 2022. Earth Day is an annual event and important international day celebrated on 22

April every year. Earth Day is celebrated world-wide to demonstrate support for environmental

protection. First Earth Day was celebrated on 22 April 1970 and since then it is celebrated every

year on 22 April. This year the theme of Earth Day is 'Invest in Our Planet' which encourages us

to come and work together to build a prosperous life by green prosperity. The theme of this year

focuses to come and work together and invest in Our Planet to build a prosperous and equitable

future. Now it is time for unstoppable courage and efforts to preserve and protect our health, our

families, our livelihood and our earth together. For this purpose we must invest in Our Planet

because a green future is a prosperous future.The total number of 90 B.Sc students and the entire

chemistry faculty attended the programme. On this occasion, Poster presentation was organized by the

department and 17 students presented the posters related to the theme.

The first prize was won by Phidarishisha Mawlong, second prize by and third prize by and and

consolation prize by and



Poster оп F.arth Day -2022, Theme : lnvest {п Опт Ptanet“ оп April 2022.
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Report on World Environment Day -- 2022 , Celebration

Poster Presentation on the Theme: " Only One Earth".

Date : 6th June 2022 Venue: Synod College, Shillong
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     A Short Term Course on "Hospitality, Tourism& Soft Skills" runs by IQAC Synod                                                 

 

  

                                   A project report on  

      

           Course in Hospitality, Tourism & Soft Skills 

                                          Batch-II 
       

       Submitted in fulfilment of the requirement for completion of the course 

                               

                                                             By 

                                                Joyce Clarett Majaw 

                                 (Hospitality, Tourism& Soft Skill Trainer) 
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Table of Contents                              

Sl  
no Modules and Units on "Hospitality Management" 

Time 
Duration 

1 Introduction to Hospitality Industry 1hr 

2 Cuisines of the World 2hrs 

3 Hospitality Glossary Terms 1hr 

4 Brief Description on the sectors of Hospitality Sectors and Department 2hrs 

5 C/in and C/o procedure in a Five Star Hotel 1hr 

6 Guest Amenities and Facilities  1hr 

7 Attributes of a Hospitality Sector  representatives 1hr 

8 Workplace Terms and Terminologies 1hr 

9 Types of Rooms in detail 1hr 

10 Food& Beverage Establishments 2hrs 

11 Accommodation Operations 2hrs 

13 Internal Assessments 2hrs 

                               Total Hours 17hrs 



 

 
 
 
 
 

Table of Contents 

Sl no Modules and Units on "Tourism  Management" Time Duration 

1 Introduction to Tourism Industry 1hr 

2   Tourism Operations and Constituents of Tourism 2hr 

3 Types of Tourism 2hrs 

4 Travel Agents and Tour Operators 1hrs 

5 Purpose of Tourism 2hrs 

6 Managing a Tour(from the book  pg   102 onwards) 2hrs 

8 A Glimpse of Meghalaya Tourism 2hrs 

9 Essential Documents require to travel abroad 2hrs 

10  Internal Assessment 2hrs 

                      Total Hours 16hrs 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Table of Contents 

Sl no Modules and Units Duration 

1 Self Introduction, Writing and Activity 2hrs 

2 Communication with  Customers and Colleagues 2hrs 

3 Honesty ,Work Ethics and Discipline 2hrs 

4 How to create an Effective Resume 2hrs 

5 Grooming  and its importance  2hrs 

6 Conduct and Etiquette 2hrs 

7 Interviewing Skills and Types of Interview 2hrs 

8 Important Things to consider during a job interview 2hrs 

9 Customer Service principles 2hrs 

10 Personal Branding 2hrs 

12 Body Language and Postures at Workplace 1hr 

13 Internal Assessment 2hrs 

                      Total Hours       23hrs 



 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

                         

    

  

Sl 
no Enrolled Students 

Sl 
no Dropped out students 

1 Jophetstar Wahlang 1   Dhana Pariong 

2 Fairlyne Nongshli 2   Saphi Rymbai 

3 Rosa Mary Jyrwa     3   Banrihunlang Marbaniang 

4 Erica Lyngdoh Nongpiur        

5 Nangdap.S.Mawdoh    

6 Jennifer Papang       

7 kyntiewful Nongsiej     

8 Bansara Myrsing    

9 Meaibapalei Khongngain    

10 Wansakabiang Myrboh     

11 Catherine Rose Nongkhlaw     

12 Welkin Stone Shadap     

13 Pynshongdor Wahlang     

14 Shanita Pyngrope     

15 Ibathiangmon Kharsahnoh     

16 Richweaver Lyngkhoi     

17 Lisam Grace Pariat     

18 Jason Othnial .L.Wahlang     

19 Ricky John Shangpliang     

20 Ibanjeline .L.Marshillong     

21 Dhana Pariong     

22 Saphi Rymbai     

23 Banrihunlang Marbaniang     



 

Course and programme Objectives (Hospitality& Tourism) 

 

         The main objectives of the course are to: 

1. Develop industry-ready professionals for the hospitality sector. 

2. Gear students for operational and supervisory roles in all sectors. 

3. Prepare students for each food production and service roles. 

4. Provide the students   with an introduction to the world of business and particularly to 
business as it applies to the hospitality industry. More specifically, the course will  
provide  an opportunity for the students 

 

5. Become acquainted with the social, economic and    environmental context within which 
the hospitality industry operates. 
 

6. Understand the structure, nature and operating  characteristics of the different sectors of 
the  hospitality industry: food service, lodging and tourism 
 

7. Obtain an appreciation of the various functions of management such as maintenance and 
human resource  
 

8. To make the students aware in providing the best service and a flawless experience to 
customers from start to finish. 

9. Develop management and leadership skills to manage, sustain and grow the tourism and 
hospitality business, 
 

10. Provide an opportunity for further developing those skills which are important to leaning 
 

11. Be able to judge whether the hospitality profession suits your abilities, tastes and career 
interests 
 

 

 

 



 Course and programme Objectives (Soft skills & interview skills) 

 

1. The student is able to accept the similarities between individuals 

2. Develop effective communication skills (spoken and written). 

3. Develop effective presentation skills. 

4. Conduct effective business correspondence and prepare business reports which 
produce results.  

5. The student is able to initiate and develop relationships with people of a different 
age, gender, cultural or educational background etc 

6. Become self-confident individuals by mastering interpersonal skills, team 
management skills, and leadership skills. 

7. Moreover the student is able to create a good conversational climate through 
attention, openness and respect. 

8. To develop a good understanding of a job candidate's qualifications, interests and 
character traits that are relevant to the position being filled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                    During the course activities 

In the course duration , the modules on sectors of Hospitality and Tourism also soft 
skills  were covered, through these modules, the students interested in these sectors got 
the chance to equipped themselves with the learning’s they have not come across 

earlier. 

 

The sessions imparted was not only based on classroom lectures but taught and trained 
using Power Point Presentations and indoor activities that has really transformed the 
students in many ways as seen through their testimonials, feedbacks and the complete 
outlook of  an individual in particular. Few moments and pictures were captured in the 
course of these activities. Images attached herewith. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Moreover, the training imparted has been beneficial as some of the students are doing part times 
in different organisations. Attached are some pictures 

        

Welkin stone Shadap and Bansara Maring were selected to be a part of the service team at the 
VIP Gala dinner Olympic Games from the 16th -18th November 2022 at Multi conventional hall 
NEHU Campus Shillong. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Welkin stone is also the most reliable causal staff at Jiva Hospitality, one of the most reputed 
service organition in the city   with the support and motivation of his colleagues. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Learning Outcomes: 
1. Learning the relations between Hospitality and Tourism Industry 

2. List each department found in each hotel division 

3. Outline and explain the main classifications of food service 

4. Describe the organisation, structure and functional areas in commercial and institutional food 
service operation 

3. Learned about Housekeeping/accommodation operations where the students learned about 
the different Cleaning Equipments and cleaning agents used in the cleaning purpose in a five 
star hotel. Also the importance of Housekeeping department in a five star hotel 

4. Describe the four core departments of a five star hotel i.e. Front Office, Food and Beverage 
Service and Housekeeping or Accommodation operations and also the supporting 
departments like Human Resource, Security, Engineering, accounting, sales and Marketing 
and others. 

5. Able to create Curriculum Vitae 

6. Enhancing one’s personality and Grooming in a more presentable form. 

7. Able to apply Interviewing skills in different interviewing platforms 

8. Able to communicate more efficiently and effectively 

9.   Knowing   about the Do’s and Dont’s in Communication process 

10. Knowing about Customer Service principles 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          

 

 



Industrial Visits 
 

Industrial Visits done was very helpful for the students, as most of them are interested in the 
sector of Hospitality and Tourism, and through these industrial visits conducted 

 

1. Understand the economic, social and environmental benefits and costs of tourism. 
2. Understand the different categories of food service operations 
3. Understand the different types of events, meetings and conventions 
4. It gives real-world experience 
5. This industrial visits help them in creating contacts 
6. The visit helps the students in choosing their fields 
7. Students were able to understand the work culture of the Hospitality Sectors 
8. They were able to witnessed the Soft skills  which is applied in this sector 
   

     Students not only get exposure to the real world, but they get mentally prepared for the 
corporate world.  They learn life skills communication, they learn directly from the industry 
expert. 

      Documents related to the visits are attached as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Location of Industrial Visits with References 

1. Institute of Hotel Management Shillong 
(a) Principal, IHM Shillong, Mr Vijay Kumar 
Contact Number: 9436312249 
 

(b)Head of Department, IHM Shillong, Smt.Balabynta Kharshiing 
Contact Number: 9863089487 
 

2.  Hotel   Polo Towers, Polo Grounds Shillong. 
  General Manager, Polo Towers Group of Hotels and resorts 
    Mr. Niroj Mohanty 
Contact Number: 9862256858 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A brief demonstration on basic kitchen operations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Front Office operations 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Room Tour at Hotel Polo Towers Shillong 

 

 

 

 



 

A glimpse of the Food and Beverage and Lobby operations at Hotel Polo Towers Shillong 

  

Industrial Visit at Hotel Polo Towers Shillong 



 

Examination Details 

 

The total number of students appearing the examination was 20. 

The Examination was divided in Theory and Viva i.e. 80 marks theory and 20 marks viva. 

The overall performance of the students was exceptionally good. The list of students and grades 
are   

 

Certificate course on Hospitality, Tourism & Soft skills. 

Sl 
no Student's name Marks obtained(out of 100) Grades 

1 Jophetstar Wahlang 60 A 

2 Fairlyne Nongshli 50 B 

3 Rosa Mary Jyrwa 50 B 

4 Erica Lyngdoh Nongpiur 52 B 

5 Nangdap.S.Mawdoh 51 B 

6 Jennifer Papang 61 A 

7 kyntiewful Nongsiej 50 B 

8 Bansara Myrsing 51 B 

9 Meaibapalei Khongngain 53 B 

10 Wansakabiang Myrboh 63 A 

11 Catherine Rose Nongkhlaw 52 B 

12 Welkin Stone Shadap 67 A 

13 Pynshongdor Wahlang 58 B 

14 Shanita Pyngrope 74 A+ 

15 Ibathiangmon Kharsahnoh 66 A 

16 Richweaver Lyngkhoi 50 B 

17 Lisam Grace Pariat 53 B 

18 Jason Othnial .L.Wahlang 72 A+ 

19 Ricky John Shangpliang 50 B 

20 Ibanjeline .L.Marshillong 50 B 

 

 



 

Awarding of Certificates to students who has successfully completed the course on the 15th 
December, 2022. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Achievements  from  Batch-1 
 

 The course has been focusing on preparing students for their 

upcoming career, therefore after successful completion of the 

course, the students were able to crack interviews conducted in/off 

premises of the college in different sectors of hospitality and 

customer care. Appointed letters attached herewith. 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

 



 

 

 



 



 

 

 Future References: 

 

The opportunities to grow in the hospitality industry are limitless 

John Brich, vice president of searches wide Global, said”......it’s a HUGE industry. One that 
you can   grow   with. For example; I have worked   in restaurants, hotels, Conventions.....all for 
one industry over a span of years. There is more I can still get into like Cruise, Convention 
centre, attractions, not to mention the many different positions that fall within each sector..  
Sales. Marketing, revenue and operations. 

 

The hospitality industry has so much more to offer than working in operations, especially for 
those who stay in the business after their first jobs. Ambitious hospitality professionals may 
pursue positions in regional and corporate management, revenue management, finance, human 
resources, marketing and more. 

Hospitality operations are businesses, and they need capable leaders in each of the traditional 
business areas. 

 

 

 

Therefore encouraging more of these courses is advisable for  
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Khasi Traditional Architecture 
 
Architectural Evolution 

In early human history local, natural architecture grew much like a plant 
(conditioned by the local climate and easily obtainable raw material, and the processes of 
civilization), and the architectural plant thrived. Local architecture did not everywhere 
lead to great style, but where it did, the architectural effort of the past continues to 
influence present-day traditions.  

The building we have inherited the places, regular houses even of the wealthy 
families seem always to have been built of material that could not withstand weather and 
times; thus, we know only how people built for Gods and Kings, not how they built for 
themselves. Whatever we have inheritedshows architecture as a monumental art and not at 
all of everyday life.1 

Architecture is the art and the technique of building employed to fulfill the 
practical and expressive requirements of civilized people. Almost every settled society that 
possesses the techniques for building produces architecture. It is necessary for all but the 
simplest cultures, without it man is confined to a primitive struggle with the elements with 
it, he has not only a defense against the natural environment but also the benefits of a 
human environment.2 Although the word ‘’ architect’ derives from the Greek phrase 

meaning ‘master builder’, in practice ‘architecture’’ has gradually acquired the 

connotation ‘art and building’. Today not only architects would admit that it is an art. 
Several of them would insist that it is an application of technology, while others would 
claim that it is a science. However, all would agree that the product of the discipline is 
real, whether it is a single building, a group of buildings, a community, or a whole city, 
even if the architect is concerned only with the design and conception.             

The fact is that architecture started as a technique of construction that was 
gradually specialized into the construction of buildings of bridges, roads, and public 
works, which became the special domain of the engineer. Architecture began as a 
technique and was transformed into art sometimes completely overshadowing the 
technique. It began as handicraft and artisanship, then turn to design and management. 
Architecture is concern with individual houses, large composite buildings complexes, and 
even whole cities.  

Through architecture space is compartmentalized, there is a usable interior area, 
the total area that is the shell and the means, and the external space, which indirectly 
changes after the inner area has been defined. The degree to which these different kinds of 
spaces fulfill the expected requirements qualifies the degrees of success of architectural 
work.3 

                                                             
1 T.L Heath (ed.), International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Translation of the works of 

architecture,  pp. 392-393. 
2 Hunter M.Wilsonand Karen Greenberg, International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, David Stills 

(ed.) p. 388. 
3 Hill James,  Changing pattern of social orgainsation in the pre history of eastern Arizona, Phd 

Dessertation, University of Chicago,p.392. 



The Indian state of Meghalaya was a part of Assam until the 21st of Jan 1972. The 
land is surrounded by Goalpara, Kamrup, Nagoan and Karbi Anglong Hills on the North. 
The Cachar hills on the east and by Bangladesh on the west and south. It is a land of a 
range of breath taken hills called the Khasi hills. The Khasi hills are part of the Patkai 
range and is mainly a sub-tropical forest eco-region. The Khasi tribe is the main habitat of 
the land. On the 28th of October 1976, the Khasi hills district was divided into west and 
east Khasihills. The highest peak is Lum Shillong which is 1968 m high. The Khasi hills is 
best known for Sohra (Cherrapunjee) the wettest place on earth.4 

Basically, the traditional Khasi houses of Shillong and adjoining areas are oval or 
egg-like shaped, somehow resembling an overturned boat. Some natives related the 
similarity to an egg as being linked to the traditional belief that the egg is a source of life 
and that the egg shell offered protection for the content of the egg just as the traditional 
houses of over-protection for its occupants. The building are generally built on raised 
platforms. The roofs are of thatch while the walls may be from materials such as stone 
masonry with lime mortars, lime rendered mud wall or thatch depending on prevailing 
weather conditions. Mud and stone walls are common in areas with heavy rainfall, as 
thatch deteriorates quickly in the search condition.  

The traditional Khasi building system of the Shillong plateau was followed in the 
construction of the iing sad (the building housing the queen mother; mother of the 
traditional Khasi chief and a custodian of the matrilineal culture of the people). The 
building though built with technical skills commensurate with modern building 
construction practices and professional supervision, replicate the methods, material, and 
structural forms used in traditional construction. Hence, it was used in the present study in 
several instances to explain the structural form of the traditional Khasi construction 
system.  

The first portion of the house is the entrance which in most cases is roofed. From 
the entrance one move is theShyngkupwhose functions as the Verandah and separates the 
main living areas from the outside. The wall at the end of the Shyngkupknown as Shah 
Ksew (first plank) is the last part of the house where dogs and other domestic animals are 
allowed, beyond is strictly for human habitation. In the line of the Shah Ksew, above 
halfway along the wall is the RishotBlei, a column that serves religious rather than 
structural functions. The outermost part of the living area known as Nengpei is according 
to Mawrie, the last part of the house that strangers may have access to. Beyond this is the 
Rympei, which isthe innermost part of the house and the private family area, where the 
family worship and also were the oral history and tradition of the people are passed down 
through generations. The sleeping areas are called iingkyndong. Usually, there is a small 
window – opening on one side of a building known as pongshai,. 

As a result of the high precipitation in the area of the houses are usually placed on 
short columns to improvedthe aeration of the supporting wooden members and reduce 
decay and prevent rodents from gaining easy access to the building. 

                                                             
4 Mario Pathaw, Traditional architecture of The Khasi Tribe: Myths and Beliefs. Accessed from 

https://www.academia.edu/12346899/Traditional_architecture_of_The_Khasi_Tribe_Myths_and_Beliefs 
on the 26th September 2022 at 9:15pm,  p. 4. 

 

https://www.academia.edu/12346899/Traditional_architecture_of_The_Khasi_Tribe_Myths_and_Beliefs


Although Gurdon describes the traditional houses as being inferior to those being 
built by new Christian converts whose houses were more elegant and better planned. The 
performance of the such building during the 1897 Shillong earthquake, however, did not 
support such an assertion. His opinion was mostly likely base on aestheticand sociological 
factors rather than structural ones.5 
 

Structural Make – up of the traditional houses 
The structural system consists mainly of posts and beamsof timber frames having pillars 
buried into the ground. The floor is supported at intervals by limestone or wooden pillars 

called Mawkhrum(Stone under floor) 

 
 

                                                             
5 B. I. O. Dahunsi & A. K. Mittal, Earthquake resistant characteristics of traditional Khasi houses in 

Shillong, India Structural Engineering Division, Central Building Research Institute, India, Wessex 
Institute of Technology Press, England, 2008, pp. 161-164.  



 
The skeletal frame of the iing sad also illustrates the floor support details of the 

construction. The wooden pillars in the iing sad are however encased in limestone also to 
plinth level to protect them from attacks by insects and deterioration from moisture 
absorption. The rafters, as in another part of the construction are connected with a system 
of grooves and tongues, twigs and ropes, and in some cases wooden studs. Nails are not 
used as the use of nails is a traditional taboo among the Khasi people. Other taboos of the 
people that are related to building construction include ; 

 not to build houses at the extreme summit of hills,  
 not to build houses with stone walls on four sides, 

 not to cut trees from sacred forests,  

 not to use more than one type of wood to build the fender surrounding the hearth. 
It is possible that some of these taboos might have evolved as a result of past 

experience on building performance in various condition including earthquakes. It must 
however be stated that most of taboos especially that of not using nails in construction 
have faded and are hardly evident in conventional construction. 



 
It was observed that the middle portions of the main beams at the front, middle and 

back part of the traditional construction are slightly curved upward. The beams toward the 
inner most parts of the house were more closely spaced than those at the front parts. The 
main living areas thus seemed better tight together. The rafters extend beyond the inner 
frameworks that serve as walls of the main living areas. The outer wall of the building are 
built close to the edge of the eaves and are usually less than 1 m high. The mainframes of 
the buildings are structurally independent of the walls and would be unaffected even if the 
walls fail.  

In several parts of the study area, it was noticed that some of the traditional 
buildings are being pulled down to make way for new construction. Some of the new 
construction were made without regard for modern building revelation and close 
evaluation shows that the older construction would be safe if an earthquake occurs. This 
development is quite noticeable in Sohra. 

 
 
 



 
 

Conventional building practices in Shillong 
 The large-scale destruction of houses during the 1897 earthquake, let to the 
adoption of a new type of building style as was the case in Portugal after the devastating 
earthquake of 1755 as reported by Gulkan. It is normally referred to as the Assam type 
house. It is a timber-framed structure and is at present the standard housing system in the 
northeastern part of India, although reinforced concrete structures are becoming popular. 
Some of the pre – 1897 structure rebuilt with the Assam type construction include the 
chief commissioner’s residency and the all saint church. Some similarities can be found in 

the traditional building and the Assam types of construction. The two types are on an 
elevated short pillar of stone masonry or timber. They are both made up of timber frames. 
The Assam types of building are however engineeredconstruction where modern design 
and analytical techniques are applied in their construction.  

The walls contain ekra or bamboo infills that are then covered by lime mortars. 
The infills however, must be regularly inspected for decays and insect attacks that may 
affect their integrity. In recent times the wall of the Assam types building up to sill level, 
are protected by constructing them from hollow concrete bricks or coverings of tin sheets. 
Chicken wire meshes are also replacing the ekra infills. The Assam type of building has 



been shown to be flexible and responsive to ground motion. They have performed 
creditably during earthquake.6 
 

 
HOUSES:  The houses of the people are cleaner than might be supposed after taking 
into consideration the dirtiness of the clothes and persons of those who inhibit them. They 
are as a rule substantial thatched cottages with plank or stonewalls and raised on a plinth 
some 2 to 3 ft. from the ground. The only window is a small opening on one side of the 
house, which admits but a dim light into the smoke-begrimed interior. The beams are so 
low that it is impossible for a person of ordinary stature to stand erect within. The fire is 
always burning on an earthen or stone hearth in the center. There is no chimney, the 
smoke finding its exit as best it can. The firewood is placed to dry oAn a swinging frame 
above the hearth. In the porch are stacked fuel and odds and ends. The pigs and calves are 
generally kept in little houses just outside the mainbuilding . The Khasi house is oval-
shaped and is divided into three rooms, a porch, a center room, and a retiring room.  
            In the olden days the Khasis considered nails sang, or taboo, and only used a 
certain kind of timber for the fender which surrounds the hearth, but they are not so 
particular nowadays. In Mawkhar, Cherrapunjee and other villages, the walls of houses are 
generally of stone. In Cherrapunjee the houses are frequently large, but the largest house 
in the hills is that of the Doloi of Sutnga in the Jaintia Hills, which measured 75ft. in 
length. The house of the Syiem Priestess at Smit in the Khasi Hills is another large one, 
being 61ft. long by 30ft broad. In front of the Khasi house is a little space fenced in on two 
sides but open towards the village street. The Syntengs plaster the space in front of the 
house with red earth and cow dung, this custom being probably a remnant of Hindu 
influences. 
 
CEREMONIES:  The Khasis have some peculiar customs when they built a new 
house. When the house is completed they performed a ceremony, kynjoh-kha-skain, when 
they tie three pieces of dried fish to their ridge pole of the house and then jump up and try 
                                                             
6Ambrayses, N. and  R.Bilham , MSK Isoseimal intensities evaluated for the Great Assam Earthquake, Bull. 

SrismSoc.Am. 93(2) 655-673. 2003. Pp. 161-167 (PDF) Earthquake Resistant. Accessed on 26/09/2022 at 
7 pm 

 



to pull them down again.Or they kill a pig, cut a piece of flesh with the skin attached, and 
fix it to the ridge pole, and then endeavor to dislodge it. Amongst the Khasis, when a 
daughter leaves her mother’s house compound, it is consideredsang, or taboo, for the 
daughter’s house to be built on the right-hand side of the mother’s house, it should be built 
either on the left-hand or at the back of the mother’s house. In Nongstoin, it is customary 
to worship a deity called u’lei lap (Khasi, u phan), by nailing up branches of the Khasi 
oak, interspersed with jaw-bones of cattle and the feathers of fowls, to the principal post, 
which must be of u diengsning. The Syiem Priestess of the Nongkrem state at Smit and the 
ladies of the Syiem family perform a ceremonial dance before a large post of oak in the 
midst of the Syiem priestesses’ house of the occasion of the annual goat-killing ceremony. 
The oak post is furnished according to custom by the lyngskor or official spokesman of 
Syiem’s Durbar. Another post of oak in this house is furnished by the people of the state. 

The house of the well-to-do Khasi of the present day in Mawkhar and 
Cherrapunjee are built in the modern stylewith iron roofs, chimneys, glass windows, and 
doors. The Bhoi and Lynngam houses are practically similar and maybe described 
together. They are generally built on fairly high platforms of bamboo, are frequently 30 to 
40ft. in length, and are divided into various compartments in order to suit the needs of the 
family. The hearth,which is of earth, is in the center room. There is a platform at the back 
of the Lynngam house,and in front of the Bhoi house, used for drying paddy, spreading 
chilies, and for sitting on when the day’swork is done. In order to present to a Bhoi house, 
we have to climb up a notched pole. The Bhois sacrificed a he-goat and a fowl to Rek-
anglong (Khasi, Ramiewiing), the household god, when they build a new house.7 
 
VILLAGES:  Unlike the Nagas and Kukis, the Khasis do not build their villages on the 
extreme summits of hills, but a little below the tops, generally in small depressions, in 
order to obtain some protection from the strong winds and storms which prevail in these 
hills at certain times of the year. According to the late u Jeebon Roy, it is sang, or taboo, to 
the Khasis to build a house on the last eminence of a range of hills, this custom having 
perhaps arisen owing to the necessities of locating villages with reference to their defense 
against an enemy. Khasis build their house fairly close together, but not as close as houses 
in the Bhoi and Lynngam villages. Khasis seldom change the sites of the villages, to which 
they are very much attached, where, as a rule, the family tombs are standing and the 
mawbynnaor memorial stones. In many villages stone, and memorial stones are to be seen 
which from their appearance show that the villages have been there for many generations. 
To the democratic Khasi, the idea of the Syiem living apart from his people would be 
repugnant. In the vicinity of the Khasi village, often just below the brow of the hill to the 
leeward side, are to be seen dark woods of oak and other trees. These are the sacred 
groves. Here the villagers worshippedu ryngkew u basa,. The tutelary deityof the village. 

The Bhoi and Lynngam villages are built in small clearings in the forest, the 
houses are close together and are built often in parallel lines, a fairly broad space being 
reserved between the lines of houses to serve as a street. Unlike the Khasi, a Bhoi or 
Lynngam village never remains more than two or three years in one spot; generally, the 

                                                             
7 P.R.G., Gurdon, The Khasis, London, 1907, p.30-33. 



villages of these people are in the vicinity of the forest clearings, sometimes actually in the 
midst of them, especially when the latter are situated in places where the jungle is dense, 
and there is fear of attack from wild animals. In the Khasi villages of the high plateau are 
often nowadays potato gardens, the latter being carefully protected from the inroads of 
pigs, calves, and goats by dry dikes surmounted by hedges.8 
 
FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS:   As in the case of houses, so 
with reference to furniture, the influence of civilization shows many changes. The Khasi 
of the present day who live in Mawkhar has a comfortable house regularly divided up into 
rooms in the European style with even some European articles of furniture, but owing 
probably to the influence of the women, he still possesses several articles of furniture 
which are to be met with the houses of those who still observe the old style of living. Let 
us take the furniture of the kitchen, to begin with. Above the hearth is the slung by ropes 
of cane a swinging wooden framework blackened with the smoke of years, upon which are 
spread the faggots of resinous fire-wood used for kindling the fire. Above this again is a 
wooden framework fixed on the beam of the house, upon which all sorts of odds and ends 
are kept. Around the fire are to be seen small wooden stools, upon which the members of 
the household sit. Up-to-date Khasis have cane chairs, but the women of the family, true to 
the conservative instincts of the sex, prefer the humble stool to sit upon. Well-to-do Khasis 
nowadays have, in addition to the ordinary cooking vessels made of iron and earthenware, 
a number of brass utensils. Plates or more properly speaking dishes are of several kinds in 
the houses of the rich, the two larger ones being styled ka pliangkynthei (female) and ka 
pliangshynrang (male). Needless to say, the first mentioned is a larger utensil than the 
latter. The ordinary waterpots, u khiewphiangkyntheiand u khiewphiangshynrang, are 
made of brass, the former being a size larger and having a wider mouth than the latter. The 
pot for cooking vegetables is made of iron. Another utensil is made of earthenware; this is 
the ordinary cooking pot use in the houses of the poor. Brass spoons of different sizes are 
used for stirring the contents of the different cooking utensils, also as a wooden spoon. 
       In the sleeping-rooms of the well-to-do, there are wooden beds with mattresses 
and sheets and pillows, clothes being hung upon clothes racks, which in one house visited 
were of the same pattern as the English ‘towel horse.’ The ordinary cultivator and his wife 

sleep on mats of  plaited bamboo, which are spread on the bare boards of the house. There 
are various kinds of mats to be met in the Khasi houses made of plaited cane, a kind of 
reed, and of plaited bamboo. In all Khasi, houses are to be seen ki knup, or rain shields, of 
different sizes and sometimes of  somewhat different shapes. Then there are the different 
kinds of baskets (ki khoh) which are carried on the back, slung across the forehead by a 
cane head-strap. These again are of different sizes. They are, however, always of the same 
conical shape, being round and broad-mouthed at the top and gradually tapering to a point 
at the bottom. A bamboo cover is used to protect the contents of the basket from rain. 
There is a special kind of basket made of cane or bamboo with a cover, which is used for 
carrying articles on a journey. Large baskets are also used for keeping paddy in. In every 

                                                             
8Ibid, The Khasis, pp 34-35. 
 



Khasi, the house is to be found the net bag which is made out of pineapple fibre, or of u 
stein. Pan leaves are kept in bamboo tubes, and tobacco leaves in smaller ones. Lime, for 
eating with betel-nut, is kept in a metal box, sometimes of silver, which is made in two 
separate parts held together by a chain. The box is called ka shaman, and is used all over 
the hills. This box is also used for divination purposes, one end of it being held in the 
hand, and the other, by means of the chain, being allowed to swing like a pendulum. 
 
MATERIAL USED:  The material for construction must be of good quality in 
order to have a long-lasting structure. After the foundation is done, bamboo and dried 
grass ( utraw) are gathered by the owners. The Khasis make an accurate calculation of the 
time and month for the process of gathering the desired timber. This is a very important 
step as the timber must be free from pests that will weaken the quality of the wood. 
Timber gathering is usually done during the months of November to January(winter 
season). The process can also be done in any other day of the month that falls under the 
crescent moon if it so happens that the timber cannot be gathering during these winter 
months. On these days, the moon illuminates less light than any other night. This 
particular night happens only once a month. When this is done, the timber is left for a 
month or under the heat of the sun, until they are dry and light (a process similar to 
curing). This is done mainly for ease of transportation. Transportation is done in the month 
of March and April (springtime) as it is the time that most of people are free from their 
daily work. A  chisel(paintali) , a tool with a sharpened edge at the end of a metal blade, 
used-often with a mallet or hammer (u tyrnem bah or u nem’bah) used in dressing, 
shaping or working a solid material such as wood, stone or metal. A bamboo strap (u thri 
or riphin) is used to tie the woods for the construction of the house. In other cases, the 
collected wood is boiled in extremely hot water, so as to kill any termite that resides inside 
the wood before drying.9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
9Mario Pathaw, op.cit., pp. 7-8. 
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FORMAT – REPORT OF PROGRAMMES ORGANIZED BY DEPARTMENTS/CLUBS/CELLS/ 
COMMITTEES/HUBS/CENTRES/UNITS/COUNCILS/ASSOCIATIONS 

PART-A 

General Description 

1. Title of the Programme -  Students' Seminar  

2. Date -  01-10-22 

3. Venue –  Room 208, Synod College, Shillong  

4. Organizer –  Department of Mathematics  

5. Collaborator (s)/Co-organizer(s) –  IQAC 

4. Mode – Online/Offline -    Offline  

 a. Platform (in case of Online mode) - 

5. Duration of the Whole Programme (in hours/mins)  -   4 hours 

6. Number of Resource Person(s) (if applicable) -  

 a. Details of Resource Person(s) and sessions 

Sl. 
No
. 

Session Time 
/Duration 

Name Designation/Department
/Institute/Centre 

Title of the talk/Presentation 

      
      
 

7. Total No. of Participants -  

 a. No. of Male Participants -  74 

  i) No of Male Participants from the College (Faculty) -  2 

  ii) No. of Male Participants from the College (Students) -  72 

  iii) No. of Male Participants from outside the College –  x 

 b. No. of Female Participants -  46 

  i) No. of Female Participants from the College (Faculty)-  2 

  ii) No. of Female Participants from the College (Students) -  44 

  iii) No. of Female Participants from outside the College –  x  

 

 

 

 



Part-B 

1. Summary of the Programme  

  

 Photo  1.1. Aitihunshisha Lyngkoi 

 

                                                                                                         Photo 1.2.  Stevin Ailang L. Mawphlang 

 

Photo 1.3. Students in the seminar 

            The seminar was conducted in two sessions with 7 
groups giving their presentation in the morning and 4 groups 
in the afternoon session after a thirty minute recess. These 11 
groups comprise of students from the 5th and 3rd semester. In 
attendance also are the 1st semester students as well as all the 
faculty members of the department of mathematics. The 
seminar was very lively with active participation from the 
house during question rounds. Score/marks were allotted to 
each of the 11 groups by the teachers and two of the groups 
with the highest score were selected for presentation in the 
inter-department seminar to be held at a later date. 

These two groups are: 

1. Group 4- 3rd semester: Presenter Stevin Ailang L. 
Mawphlang on “ Hardy Ramanujan number (1729). 

2. 2. Group 6 – 3rd semester: Presenter – Aitihunshisha 
Lyngkhoi on “Mathematical Reasoning” 

Reported by –  
H.G. Laitthma 
Teacher-In Charge 
Students’ Seminar 







 



FORMAT – REPORT OF PROGRAMMES ORGANIZED BY DEPARTMENTS/CLUBS/CELLS/ 
COMMITTEES/HUBS/CENTRES/UNITS/COUNCILS/ASSOCIATIONS 

(For all programmes after 15th March, 2022)   

(To be submitted to the official IQAC email – iqac2synodcollege@gmail.com within Two Weeks after a programme) 

PART-A 

General Description 

1. Title of the Programme - Student Seminar 

2. Date – (From – To) [DD-MM-YY] - 01-10-2022 

3. Venue – Room 403, Synod College 

4. Organizer – IQAC, Synod College 

5. Collaborator (s)/Co-organizer(s) – Nil 

4. Mode – : Offline 

5. Duration of the Whole Programme (in hours/mins): 05 hours 

6. Number of Resource Person(s) (if applicable) - Nil  

 a. Details of Resource Person(s) and sessions 

Sl. 
No
. 

Session Time 
/Duration 

Name Designation/Department
/Institute/Centre 

Title of the talk/Presentation 

      
      
 

7. Total No. of Participants - 66 

 a. No. of Male Participants - 49 

  i) No of Male Participants from the College (Faculty) - 03 

  ii) No. of Male Participants from the College (Students) - 46 

  iii) No. of Male Participants from outside the College – Nil 

 b. No. of Female Participants - 17 

  i) No. of Female Participants from the College (Faculty)- 01 

  ii) No. of Female Participants from the College (Students) - 16 

  iii) No. of Female Participants from outside the College – Nil 

 

 

 



Part-B 

1. Summary of the Programme [within 500 words] [Also attach a few pictures]-  

SYNOD COLLEGE 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

STUDENT’S SEMINAR 

Date: 1st October 2022 

A Brief Report – 
 
 As part of the initiative from the IQAC of the college, this year as in previous years the college 
organised the Student’s Seminar where students of all the departments from the different semesters took part 
in presenting their respective presentations in their own department.  
 The fifth semester students of the Department of Physics also presented their presentation in one of 
the rooms allotted by the college (Room 403). The total number of students attending the seminar including 
the participants is 62 out of which 46 are male students and 16 are female students. The faculty members 
who attended the seminar included three male teachers and one female teacher The following are the list of 
students and their presentation topics. 

 

Sl. No. Name Of Student Roll No. Topic 
1. Mr. EBANESSAR MARBANIANG S2003139 

Comets 
2. Mr. AIBOKLANG KHARRIT S2003141 
    

3. Ms. IBAPYNTNGEN SHYRKON S2003140 
Sound 

4. Ms. RHEIDOLSTAR SWER S2003162 
    

5. Ms. RITUBALIS MARNGAR S2003142 Principle of Cathode Ray 
Oscillioscope 6. Ms. BADAPBIANGMARBANIANG S2003146 

    
7. Mr. WANJINGKMEN KHARDEWSAW S2003143 Non Existence of Electrons 

inside the Nucleus 8. Mr. FOURTHBORNSON LYNGDOH S2003155 
    

9. Mr. RIBOILIN L PEINLANG S2003144 
Gravitational Waves 

10. Mr. PHYRNAILANG LUNGDOH S2003147 
    

11. Ms. BAPHILARI KHYRIEM S2003145 Black Holes 
 12. Ms. MARSANKI GASSAH S2003148 

    
13. Ms. TRIPHILDA KHONGSHUN S2003149 

Cosmic Rays 
14. Mr. SHEMPHANG NONGSHLI S2003163 

    
15. Mr. RICHBORN THANGKHIEW S2003150 Fossil Fuel and Alternate 

source of energy 16. Mr. FIRSTSON DKHAR S2003153 
    

17. Ms. DAKERLANG WANRIEH S2003151 
Black Body Radiation 

18. Ms. BAPHYLLA LAITMON S2003152 
    

19. Mr. TEDDY LUMLANG MARBOH S2003154 
Gravity 

20. Mr. AIBANRAPLANG DOHLING S2003156 
    

21. Mr. KHLAINKUPAR LYNGKHOI S2003157 
X - Rays 

22. Mr. GUIDINGSTAR SYIEMLIEH S2003158 
    



23. Mr. ARBORWELL MARWEIN S2003159 
Energy from Tides 

24. Mr. NASAR MANIK SYIEM S2003161 
    

25. Mr. WANTEIBOK PALA S2003165 
Nano Technology 

26. Mr. NANGSAKHIAT PALE S2003166 
    

27. Mr. BILDONALD LYNGDOH S2003205 Solar Energy and its 
Importance 28. Mr. PYRKHATBHA KHARDEWSAW S2003164 
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